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INTRODUCTION
The City of Lake Stevens is exploring options to centralize and consolidate municipal services including
the Lake Stevens Library, City Hall and Permit Center, and Lake Stevens Sewer District into one
consolidated Civic Center campus adjacent to transportation lines and easily accessible to the City
Center. Currently, these City services are in undersized, portable and/or temporary buildings. The key
objectives of a new Lake Stevens Civic Center are to provide efficient and financially sustainable public
facilities that may reduce costs by sharing common building spaces and infrastructure between
agencies, deliver municipal and community services effectively to Lake Stevens residents, and maintain a
strong community identity. The City, Sewer District and Library have just begun exploring possible
design concepts. Your input on this survey during this initial exploratory phase will help us make sure
that these design ideas reflect community priorities.
The City and Library wants to be transparent and engaged with the public during this planning process
and ensure that the preferred alternative reflects an understanding of community priorities as well as
City and Library functional requirements and agency priorities. An online public survey was conducted to
gather initial reactions and feedback to inform the design concepts.
This survey was open for two weeks in December 2020. It was made available through a link on the City
webpage and publicized through the City’s Twitter and Facebook accounts, outreach clubs, and the
Chamber of Commerce. The library publicized the survey through Facebook (posting to the Local Lake
Stevens Facebook Page) and through the Friends of the Library. The survey received 416 responses.
Input gathered will be used to inform the design of the initial concepts.
Appendix A of this summary report includes the original survey content provided to the City to publicize
on their website. Appendix B includes a summary of survey responses. Appendix C includes all public
comments provided to open-ended questions in the survey.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Table 1 records the demographic characteristics of survey respondents. As shown in Table 1, most
survey respondents are full time residents of Lake Stevens, 92 percent. 65 percent of survey responses
came from women. Nearly 70 percent of survey responses came from people under the age of 55. Only
14 percent of the 415 survey respondents who answered this question were age 65 or older. The survey
also reflects the high presence of young families in Lake Stevens, 65 percent of respondents have
children. The majority of respondents’ children’s age range is between 4 and 15 years of age, with more
than half of families with children under the age of 12. A minority of survey respondents said that they
work for the City of Lake Stevens or Sno-Isle Library Systems (less than 5%).

Table 1. Survey Respondents Demographics
n = 415
Female
271 65.30%
Male
102 24.58%
Gender nonconforming
7
Gender
1.69%
18 to 24
9
2.18%
25 to 34
62 14.94%
35 to 44
147 35.42%
45 to 54
77 18.55%
55 to 64
50 12.05%
65 and older
58 13.98%
Age
0 to 3
68
6.86%
4 to 7
104 25.06%
8 to 12
125 30.12%
13 to 15
85 20.48%
16 to 18
68 16.39%
Ages of children at home
No children
144 34.70%
Yes
383 92.29%
Full time resident of Lake
No
26
6.27%
Stevens
Yes
19
4.58%
Employee of the City or
Sewer District or Sno-Isle
No
389 93.73%
* ”Prefer not to answer” and no answer response percentages are not included in this table.
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GENERAL SUPPORT OR OPPOSITION
77 percent of survey respondents were aware of the proposed Lake Stevens Civic Center project that
will include the City Hall and Permit Center, Sewer District and Lake Stevens Library. As shown in Table 2
and Figure 1, 70 percent of respondents support the creation of a new Civic Campus or are neutral,
while 11 percent oppose it, and 19 percent are unsure. In their open comments, some people said that
they would need more information about the cost, design, and site to decide regarding their support.
Table 2. Support or Oppose
67.95%
Support
10.60%
Oppose
18.31%
I don't know

282
44
76

Figure 1. Support of Oppose

Project Support
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Support

Oppose

I don't know

*Non-responses not included in Figure 1 or Table 2.
The City and Sno-Isle are studying the possibility of including other uses on the site in order to offset the
costs of development and create a vibrant, mixed-use place for the community. Assuming the market
would support the following private uses, respondents were asked to select all potential mixed-uses that
they would support. 88 percent support small business such as a coffee shop or café, 54 percent support
office suites or professional services, and 25 percent support housing such townhouse or apartments
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Figure 2. Support for Mixed Uses (total responses)
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Small Business

Office Suites

Housing

No Response

In the open-ended comments section, several themes emerged including concerns regarding the project
responding to the needs of a growing community and growing population with young families,
availability of meeting space, adequate space for the new library, costs, affordability and funding,
location, and traffic and parking. The following comments are a sampling of these concerns.
Refer to Appendix C for a complete list of comments. The following comments are a representative
sampling of these concerns.
-

-
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Anything to save at dollar, create a central location for people to visit, etc. is a good use of
tax dollars.
Don't overprice the library so it can't get enough support to pass. Let people see what their
taxes are going to be supporting rather than throwing a price tag out.
A hub where all of these services are accessible in one campus would serve our growing
community well
Library size, ample enough for our bourgeoning population, as large of a library as we can
get, with shared meeting spaces.
I envision a quiet, clean and relatively open community safe space for families and
community members
Our little town has exploded in population while our library has remained tiny. I’m hoping
that we can reflect the number of families with children in our plans. It’s nice to have some
areas where the kiddos aren’t expected to be silent. I also hope the library is large enough to
support our growing population in other ways including quiet study space and services for
those who otherwise can’t access technology.
Just make sure parking is on site and not in the nearby neighborhood. We live across the
street and parking is hard enough for those of us that own homes here
Efficient and conveniently reached from different points in the city. It might also lead to a
greater installation of sidewalks along 99th Ave SE and Chapel Hill down to the lakefront.
These areas are hazardous to walkers at the present time.
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VISITING CITY OFFICES
The majority of survey respondents said that they would not visit the City and Permit Center or Sewer
District in a typical year. Of those that do visit the City and Permit Center or Sewer District in person,
these visits are primarily short. In addition, 71 percent of respondents have not attended a City Council
meeting in the past year in person. Of those that do visit the City and Permit Center, over 80 percent of
these trips are brief, lasting between 0-15 minutes. Of those that do visit the Sewer District, over 93
percent of these trips are brief, lasting between 0-15 minutes.
71 percent or respondents indicated that they do not attend City Council meetings or other board
presentations in person. 20% of respondents attend one or two City Council meetings. Less than 10%
attend three or more meetings per year.
Table 3. City and Permit Center or Sewer District Visits in a Typical Year
City Hall and
Sewer
Permit Center
District
2.65%
1.93%
Yes, many times a year.
4.82%
3.13%
Yes, a few times a year.
10.12%
20.96%
Yes, but only once or twice ever.
80.48%
70.36%
Never.

Figure 3. City and Permit Center or Sewer District Visits in a Typical Year
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
At least once a year
City Hall and Permit Center
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Never
Sewer District
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Table 5. Typical Visit Lengths to City Hall and Permit Center or Sewer District
City Hall and
Sewer
Permit Center District
0 – 15 minutes
82.58%
92.74%
15 minutes – 1 hour
14.77%
6.84%
1 hour – 2 hours
1.89%
0%
2 – 4 hours
0%
0%
4 – 8 hours
0.38%
0%
*These percentages do not include non-response answers in their calculation.
The survey asked respondents select all possible modes of transportation they are likely to use most
often when visiting a new Civic Center located near Market Place and 99th Ave NE, the project site for
the new project. A vast majority noted that they would use their own personal vehicle (car, motorcycle,
scooter). Refer to Table 5 below.
Table 5. Transportation Methods
Bus
Rideshare
Personal Vehicle (car/motorcycle/scooter)
Carpool
Walk
Bicycle

4.81%
1.69%
86.99%
6.51%
20.96%
9.16%

VISITING LAKE STEVENS LIBRARY & SERVICE PRIORITIES
Over 90 percent of survey respondents said that they visit at least once or twice in a typical year. Over
65 percent of survey respondents indicated that they visit the library many times a year to many times a
month. Nearly 80 percent of visits are between 0 and 60 minutes. Nearly fifteen percent of visits are
between 1 and 8 hours in length.
Table 6.
Yes, many times a month.
31.08%
Yes, a few times a month.
20.24%
Yes, many times a year.
15.18%
Yes, a few times a year.
18.31%
Yes, but only once or twice ever.
7.23%
Never.
6.75%
*Non-response answers not included in this table.
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Figure 6
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Many times a month to
many times a year

Only once or twice a year

Never

The survey asked what are the specific reasons people visit the current library:
Table 7. Reasons to visit current library
Browsing and pickup of specific library
materials
Library programs and events (including
children’s, book groups and civic events)
Access to computers/printer/scanner
Support for students
Internet/Wifi
Research, job search support or technology
assistance from library staff
*Non-responses not included in above table.

85.54%
49.64%
25.06%
19.28%
16.14%
15.66%

Many individuals note that they use the library for their children or to study and complete homework.
Write in reasons for why people visit the current library are listed below:
- Would spend more time at the new location
- Volunteer
- meetings, but we have to use the Museum community room.
- Friends of Library Book Sale
- Indoor play for kids
- Getting books
- Use study rooms
- Donate books to Friends of Library
- Use Marysville branch more because of better facility
- Books?
- A quiet place to be outside of my home where there is no pressure to buy anything
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-

kid loves it
Meet up with friends
Use of kids toys/ kid social interaction
FOL activities
Kids reading space
The location downtown
Homework
Children’s books

One question asked what space and services the respondents were most likely to use in a new library:
Table 8. Spaces mostly likely to use in a new library
Comfortable spaces for reading and visits
Study/Quiet space
Reservable free community meeting space
Collaborative work space

70.36%
47.95%
46.02%
31.33%

Note that two options intended to be included were not included in the response options. These
include:
-

Children/Family learning space
Space and equipment to design and build creative projects

However, fifty percent of the write in options noted that children’s areas are the spaces that would be
most used in a new library. A sampling of these comments is included in the following (a full list of
responses in included in Appendix A):
-
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Children’s library section and story time
Arts and craft spaces
A fun kid section with places for adults to sit and read to kids and for the kids to have a place
to hang out and play games and read
Children spaces with enrichment toys
Dedicated kid and children’s space
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Respondents were asked to rate the importance of several potential spaces and services in a new library
(Extremely Important, Very Important, Important, Somewhat Important, Not Important).
Table 9. Prioritization of Services and Space in a New Library.
Extremely
Very
Somewhat
Not
Important
Important Important
Important Important
Library programs and events (including
children's programs, book groups and civic
events)

52.05%

19.52%

13.49%

4.82%

5.54%

Comfortable spaces for learning, reading and
visiting

50.60%

23.86%

11.81%

6.27%

2.89%

Browsing and pickup of specific library
materials (books, DVDs, CDs, collections in
various languages

62.41%

18.80%

10.60%

3.37%

1.93%

37.11%
21.69%
28.92%
38.31%
50.60%

24.58%
19.28%
20.00%
23.61%
23.61%

21.20%
21.93%
22.65%
14.46%
12.53%

8.19%
21.93%
14.70%
8.43%
7.47%

4.34%
9.40%
8.43%
9.64%
6.51%

30.36%

21.69%

18.55%

11.08%

13.01%

Study/Quiet Space
Collaborative workspace
Reservable free community meeting space
Access to computers/printer/scanner
Internet/WiFi
Research, job search support or technology
assistance from library staff
*No answer responses not included in this table.

Although most respondents rated the potential spaces and services highly important to a new library,
four main priorities rated very to extremely important among 70 percent or respondents. These priority
spaces and services include:
-
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space for collections browsing or pickup of a specific item
access to the internet or wifi
comfortable spaces for learning, reading and visiting
library programs and events including children’s programs, book clubs, etc.
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Figure 7
Assistance from library staff
Internet/WiFi
Computers/printer/scanner
Reservable, free meeting space
Collarborative workspace
Study/Quiet Space
Browsing and Pickup
Comfortable Spaces
Library programs and events
0.00%
Not Important

10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00% 50.00% 60.00% 70.00% 80.00% 90.00%
Somewhat Important

Important

Very- Extremely Important

In the open-ended comments specific to the library vision or additional feedback, a few themes
emerged:
-

50 individual comments focused on including spaces and programs for young families, young
children, pre-teens and teens.
42 individual comments focused on the need for a larger facility and more space
28 individual comments focused on a library needed as a service for the community and place
for community gathering, events or meeting space
14 individual comments focused on concern about cost and increased taxes to fund the library

A sampling of representative comments is included below:
-

-

-

-
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The library desperately needs more room. It currently has NO area that can be considered a
"quiet area" really, and people rely deeply on computers and printing and the help of the staff.
They need a meeting room for story-times and book clubs and other events SO BADLY. All of the
above is critical to the library.
A new, big library would be amazing!! Before COVID, we traveled to the Snohomish library once
a week (sometimes twice) for the children’s classes and to check out books. My children and I
love to browse for books, go to the classes, read books, and play with the puzzles and toys
provided for children. A new library would be so beneficial to children and adults of all ages!!
Perfect to grow our community.
A fiscally responsible, collaborative effort that provides multifunctional spaces to meet the
unique needs of the community.
We absolutely need a library in Lake Stevens that will accommodate our growing population.
We need a library that MANY people can use at the same time. One that has community space
and even space to showcase community projects, art, etc. We need a space that the community
can be proud of. The downtown area is fabulous, there needs to be something comparable in
the south end of town that is accessible to the community.
A welcoming and busy library, full of kiddos finding their new favorite book. I love the Sno-Isle
Libraries and hope that the Lake Stevens branch will have a more spacious set up and more
parking. Would love a library similar to Snohomish with great meeting rooms, comfy chairs,
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-

-

quiet places to study and a great children's area. Plus wonderful programs for both children
and adults.
Libraries are not all about the books it’s also a place for seniors who can have access to
computers or printers. May want to check out DVD. It’s also for having small rooms to meet in
for meetings. Can't do that in ours to small. Bigger space for pre-schoolers
Please try to reduce the final cost of building this library. Many of us are struggling financially
and paying more taxes to build a library is not a great idea.
The new library has been voted down twice.
Let us know the budget for the project. Hard to be [a proponent] for something without
knowing costs (taxes)

MEETING & EVENT SPACE
A new City Center could have spaces available for public use. Survey respondents were asked if they
personally, their business, or an organization they belong would want to use space in a new Civic Center
for an event or meeting. In addition, the survey asked if there was still a desire to use meeting space if it
cost money.
Table 10. Use of Meeting Space
Yes – very likely
25.06%
Maybe
42.41%
No – very unlikely
28.92%
No response
3.61%
Table 11. Would you use meeting space if you had to pay for it?
Yes
33.49%
Not sure
36.87%
No
17.59%
No Response
12.05%
73 percent of respondents were interested in indoor meeting space and 66 percent were interested in
outdoor meeting spaces with weather protection and shelter. Most events in civic meeting spaces will
be between 0-25 and 25-60 people, only 20 percent of respondents had the need for a meeting space
that accommodates between 50 and 100 people, and only 11 percent of events would be above 100
people. Most events would occur during weekends or evenings (non-business hours), however 15
percent indicated a need for meeting spaces during typical business hours.
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Types of usage for public meeting and event space include:
Table 12. Use of public meeting and event space (n=415)
Community event or festival
Private party or social gathering
Community meeting/Business meeting
Physical wellness (yoga, Pilates, stretching, etc.)
Classroom work

22
168
165
140
99

A sampling of write-in uses of the public event space or meeting space include:
-

Biblical Teaching
Boy and Girl Scout Events/Meetings
Condo Association Meetings/Home-Owners Association Meetings
Playgroup, bingo, aged care meetings
Outreach to those in need of work, support, etc.
Book discussion group
Class reunions
Book club meeting
Classes of all kinds
Movie nights/Performance
Possible birthday party
Political party meetings
Non-profit group meetings

Some comments regarding the support for a new meeting space specifically noted willingness to pay
rent specifically with regard to business use. However, affordability is also noted as a concern:
-
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The old community center was very affordable to rent, unlike the Mill. It would be wonderful if
the average citizen could afford to rent the space, instead of only the wealthy.
I’d love to have a rent workspace spot. Perhaps shared with a cafe. Very common in Seattle.
I think Lake Stevens should invest in setting up a rentable coworking space for local
entrepreneurs and for work from home employees. I’d pay a monthly fee to use a cowork space.
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DESIGN
Outdoor Space
Respondents rated five categories of outdoor features; this rating is summarized in Table 10. Outdoor
seating, reading and eating areas as well as incorporating educational or historical features were the
most popular category with 80 percent of respondents selecting these items as important to extremely
important. Additionally, 70 percent identified outdoor event accommodations as a high priority; many
write in comments reflected the desire for outdoor event accommodations. Outdoor classroom and
storytelling space and outdoor community meeting space were identified by over half of survey
respondents as desirable programs in a new Civic Center.
A sampling of outdoor event accommodations in the open-ended comment section included:
- Sitting and quiet space or place for kids
- Music or Performance Spaces
- Park for kids
- Small amphitheater for music
- place for families and organizations to meet
- An area for a movie night and musical performances.
- outdoor local beer and wine tasting
- Fair or markets
- Small amphitheater for outdoor concerts/plays/presentations
- Outdoor Music and Movies in Summer
- Concerts
- outdoor seating you can curl up in to read a book
- Small performance area for outdoor theater
- Farmer's market
- inclusive and open community events
For a full list, reference Appendix B.
Respondents were then asked to select specific features under each category that they were
interested in seeing at a new Civic Center. They could select as many features as they liked.
Support for the potential individual features is summarized below.
Table 13. Interest in Outdoor Space Elements

Outdoor seating, reading and eating areas
Outdoor fitness/active recreation
Public art, fountains, or water features
Outdoor event accommodations
Educational/historical features
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Important to
Extremely
Important

Somewhat
Important

Not Important

80.24%
57.86%
58.56%
68.19%
79.15%

9.64%
21.45%
21.93%
17.83%
17.59%

7.23%
17.83%
14.92%
9.88%
9.88%
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Table 14. Interest in outdoor elements – select all that apply.
Landscape and Garden Features:
Native / Habitat Planting
67.23%
Shade Trees
62.89%
Rain Garden / Stormwater Features
54.96%
Ornamental / Formal Garden
26.75%
Public Seating and Eating Areas:
Benches and Integrated seating (walls, boulders, logs)
82.89%
Covered Areas
67.23%
Picnic Tables
61.45%
Public Art or other Features:
Rainwater feature
55.66%
Public art (sculpture, murals, etc)
54.22%
Interactive water feature
41.20%
Traditional water feature (shallow pool or fountain)
30.84%

Building Design
Respondents asked about several sustainability issues and their importance.
Table 15. Building Sustainability and Design

Be energy efficient and water

Very
Somewhat
Slightly
Not
Important Important Important Important
66.99%
19.04%
6.02%
3.86%

Emphasize sustainable stormwater
management (e.g., rain gardens and pervious
pavement)

58.80%

21.93%

10.12%

4.82%

Use sustainable materials (regionally sourced,
natural, sustainably harvested, and/or
recycled)

58.07%

22.41%

8.67%

6.27%

Other suggestions for design-related issues (site, building, material, appearance, etc.) were solicited in
an open-ended question. A sample of the responses are included below (for a complete list of
responses, refer to Appendix C).
-

-
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Something that will stand the test of time. Nothing trendy.
It should capture the region in which we live by being welcoming and natural. Modern can be
sterile, and Lake Stevens is a hometown, not a high-rise city. The new community center does a
nice job of accomplishing a modern structure with a natural feel, at least on the outside.
The building and related spaces should be as environmentally friendly as possible.
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-

Sustainable materials but a design that is classic PNW- not anything too trendy or that will be
considered an eyesore in 20 years.
Needs to fit with history of town.

Regarding the centralization and collocation of the library, 44 of the 112 comments were supportive and
positive without concerns, 10 of the 112 comments were opposed to the plan and negative. Some felt
that the plan could be a positive benefit to the community but had concerns about the following issues,
a sampling of these comments is listed below:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

There are no sidewalks or street lights to the South or East of this location and the sidewalks
to the West are overgrown with brambles. I would hope this project would provide a
continuous pathway and bike lane to 20th on the South and the lakefront to the East. You'll
also need to include a traffic signal with turn lanes in all 4 directions as well as multiple entry
and exit points as marketplace already backs up all the way from 99th to Hwy 9 in the
evenings
Make sure there is enough parking!
Make sure the bulk of the area is for the Library, don’t skimp on the Library size, ample
enough for our bourgeoning population, as large of a library as we can get, with shared
meeting spaces.
I’m concerned that having so many services in one place will make the center feel
overcrowded. Please be sure that the area can accommodate multiple events at the same
time. I like the library currently, as it is convenient to go any time of day without having to
avoid busy times.
Concerns of traffic when traffic can already be a mess at the intersection of SR9 and Market.
Will cause more traffic on 99th and also on Chapel Hill/Market. I don't think the
neighborhood can handle it. Probably can handle library but a combined civic campus would
overburden the area
I think it's a good idea. If you make it an inviting place to eat lunch in or just walk through, I
think members of the community would use the library more or look into city services that
they normally wouldn't. So, adding something like a pickleball court would draw people to
the area.
It's an okay idea, but I feel that so many services all together will deprioritize each one and
limit the size and scope of the most important of these - the library. Lake Stevens doesn't
need a fancy city hall or permit center. Those buildings should be functional and accessible,
while a library will see more visitors and do more active good for the community, and
therefore should be the focus. It should be both spacious and beautiful, large enough to
serve our growing community.
Budget.

See Appendix C for a summary of all write in responses.
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SUMMARY
Respondents were asked if they had any other comments about the City Hall and Permit Center, Lake
Stevens Sewer District, and Lake Stevens Library being centralized and co-located in one Civic Center
campus. 112 respondents chose to provide additional comments.
41 percent indicated general support, while 10 percent indicated general opposition. Some comments
had similar trends: 12 percent of the comments mentioned the library being their priority. 11 percent
indicated a concern about the new site, specifically noting a preference for a site closer to downtown or
where the current library is located. 10 percent of respondents had concerns about adequate parking,
the ability of the adjacent streets to the site having the capacity to serve increased traffic, and adequacy
of sidewalks for pedestrians to safely access the site. 7 percent of the comments mentioned a concern
with cost including an unknown budget, elevated taxes, concern with P3 funding/developer
involvement, and the past failed bond measures.
Respondents mentioned the library the most in the additional comments. 32 percent of the overall
comments were specifically related to the library, 8 percent related to the City Hall, and 4 percent to the
Sewer District. Comments mentioning the library generally indicated support of a new library.
Design related comments focused on the desire for an efficient yet beautiful building that is fitting of the
historical context and Lake Stevens community. Comments regarding the landscape design and building
design noted on the need for easily maintained, simple and sustainable solutions.
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Appendix A
Original Survey

Lake Stevens Civic Center – Public Engagement Event 1 – Online Survey
Intro:
The City of Lake Stevens is exploring options to centralize and consolidate municipal services including
the Lake Stevens Library, City Hall and Permit Center, and Lake Stevens Sewer District into one
consolidated Civic Center campus adjacent to transportation lines and easily accessible to the City
Center. Currently, these City services are in undersized, portable and/or temporary buildings. The key
objectives of a new Lake Stevens Civic Center are to provide efficient and financially sustainable public
facilities that may reduce costs by sharing common building spaces and infrastructure between
agencies, deliver municipal and community services effectively to Lake Stevens residents, and maintain a
strong community identity. The City, Sewer District and Library have just begun exploring possible
design concepts. Your input on this survey during this initial exploratory phase will help us make sure
that these design ideas reflect community priorities.
This survey is organized in 4 sections: Lake Stevens Civic Center, Library, Outdoor Features & Design, and
Demographics.
Civic Center
1.) Have you heard of the Civic Center project in Lake Stevens? If you need a little more information,
click here to visit the Civic Center planning webpage (opens in a new window leading to City Website
with information).
Yes
No
Don’t know
2.) Do you support or oppose the creation of a new Civic Center?
Strongly support
Moderately support
Neutral
Moderately opposed
Strongly opposed
I don’t know
3.) What are the reasons that you support a joint facility? Select all that apply.
Cost efficiency
Central Location
Public Private Partnership
Other:
4.) In a typical year, how often do you visit the City Hall and Permit Center or the Sewer District in
person?
Yes, many times a year.
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Yes, a few times a year.
Yes, but only once or twice ever.
Never.
5.) Which departments or offices do you visit? Select all that apply.
Mayor
City Administrator
City Clerk
Finance
Human Resources
Information Technology
Planning & Community Development
Public Works
Sewer District
6.) How long do you spend at the City Hall and Permit Center on a typical visit? Select all that apply.
0 – 15 minutes
15 minutes – 1 hour
1 hour – 2 hours
2 – 4 hours
4 – 8 hours
7.) How long do you spend at the Sewer District offices on a typical visit? Select all that apply.
0 – 15 minutes
15 minutes – 1 hour
1 hour – 2 hours
2 – 4 hours
4 – 8 hours
8.) How many City Council or other board meetings do you attend in person in a typical year?
None
1 to 2
3 to 6
More than 6
9.) How many City Council or board meetings do you stream online in a typical year?
None
1 to 2
3 to 6
More than 6
10.) The City and Sno-Isle are studying the possibility of including other uses on the site in order to offset
the costs of development and create a vibrant, mixed-use place for the community. Assuming the
market would support the following private uses, select all uses you support:
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Small business such as a coffee shop or café
Office suites or professional services
Housing such Townhouse or Apartments
11.) A new City Center could have spaces available for public use. Do you envision that you, your
organization or business would want to use space in a new Civic Center for an event or meeting?
Yes – very likely
Maybe
No – very unlikely
12.) What types of programming would you use the space for? Select all that apply.
Classroom work
Hands-on workshop
Community meeting
Business meeting
Multimedia presentation (video, audio, spoken word, etc.)
Physical wellness (yoga, Pilates, stretching, etc.)
Musical performance
Community event or festival
Private party or social gathering
Other (please describe):
13.) What type of space(s) would you be interested in using? Select all that apply.
Indoor
Outdoor, open air
Outdoor with weather protection (i.e., overhead shelter from rain/snow/sun)
14.) How many people would the space need to accommodate? If you are considering having different
types of events, select all that apply.
0-10
10-25
25-50
50-100
100-200
More than 200
15.) Would you want to hold events on a weekday, weekday evening, or weekend? Select all that apply.
Daytime during the week
Evening during the week
Weekend
Flexible depending on availability of the space
Not sure
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16.) How often would want to have an event/meeting in the space?
Weekly
Monthly
A few times per year
One time
Not sure
17.) If you had to pay to rent the space in the Civic Center, would you still use it?
Yes
Not sure
No
18.) What mode of transportation are you likely to use most often when visiting a new Civic Center
located near Market Place and 99th Ave NE? Select all that apply.
Bus
Rideshare
Car (drive alone)
Carpool
Walk
Bike
Motorcycle or scooter
Library
The following questions will focus on the Lake Stevens Library and potential future library:
19.) In a typical year, how often do you visit, or have you visited Lake Stevens Library?
Yes, many times a month.
Yes, a few times a month.
Yes, many times a year.
Yes, a few times a year.
Yes, but only once or twice ever.
Never.
20.) How long do you spend at Library on a typical visit? Select all that apply.
0 – 15 minutes
15 minutes – 1 hour
1 hour – 2 hours
2 – 4 hours
4 – 8 hours
21.) Why do you visit the library? Select all that apply.
• Library programs and events (including class, book groups and civic events)
• Children’s programs and events (including storytimes, craft classes and educational events)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support for students
Pickup of specific library materials (books, DVDs, CDs)
Browseable book, DVD and CD collections (including collections in Spanish, Russian, Korean
and others)
Access to computers
Access to a printer/scanner
Internet/Wifi
Research, job search support or technology assistance from library staff
Other (please list):

22.) What space would you use most at the library? Select all that apply
• Children/Family learning space Study/Quiet space
• Collaborative work space
• Reservable free community meeting space
• Comfortable spaces for reading and visits
• Space and equipment to design and build creative projects
• Other (please list):
23.) Please order the following from most important(top) to least important (bottom) services and
spaces you prioritize in a new library.
• Library programs and events (including class, book groups and civic events)
• Children’s programs and events (including storytimes, craft classes and educational events)
• Support for students
• Children/Family learning space
• Pickup of specific library materials (books, DVDs, CDs)
• Browseable book, DVD and CD collections (including collections in Spanish, Russian, Korean
and others)
• Study/Quiet space
• Collaborative work space
• Reservable free community meeting space
• Access to computers
• Access to a printer/scanner
• Internet/Wifi
• Comfortable spaces for reading and visits
• Space and equipment to design and build creative projects
• Research, job search support or technology assistance from library staff
24.) Please describe your vision or provide any additional input on a new Lake Stevens Library here.
Outdoor Features and Design
In addition to containing offices for City/Sewer District/Library staff members, a space for City Council,
possible court, Library space and public meeting space, the City Center could serve as indoor and/or
outdoor community-centered space. Over the next several questions, we’re going to ask you what
outdoor features and design you think would benefit the community.
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25.) First, please rank these categories of outdoor features in order of your priorities from 1 (highest
priority) to 5 (lowest priority).
Outdoor seating, reading and eating areas
Outdoor fitness/active recreation
Public art, fountains, or water features
Outdoor event accommodations
Educational/historical features
Next, we’ll ask you about options for features in all these categories. You can choose some, all, or none
and can suggest additional features.
26.) What landscaping and gardens features are you interested in seeing at a new Civic Center? Select
all that interest you (with images).
Ornamental / Formal Garden
Rain Garden / Stormwater Features
Native / Habitat Planting
Shade Trees
Grass Lawn
None
27.) Do you have any suggestions for landscape, garden, or park amenities?
28.) What types of public seating areas and/or eating areas are you interested in seeing at a new Civic
Center? Select all that interest you.
Benches
Integrated seating (walls, boulders, logs)
Picnic Tables
Moveable Seating
Covered Areas
Lawn Mounds
None
29.) Do you have other suggestions for public seating areas and/or eating areas?
30.) What types of public art, fountains, or water features are you interested in seeing at a new Civic
Center? Select all that interest you.
Rainwater feature
Traditional water feature (shallow pool or fountain)
Interactive water feature
Public art (sculpture, murals, etc)
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31.) Do you have other suggestions for public art, fountains, or water features?
32.) What types of outdoor event accommodations are you interested in seeing at a new Civic Center?
Select all that interest you.
Outdoor classroom / storytelling
Outdoor Community Meeting Space
Other:
33.) Do you have other suggestions for outdoor event accommodations?
34.) What types of other features are you interested in seeing at a new Civic Center? Select all that
interest you.
Bike Facilities
Unprogrammed open Plaza
Unprogrammed open lawn area
Overhead plaza lighting
35.) Do you have other suggestions for any other site/outdoor features?
36.) How important do you feel it is that a new Civic Center…?
Check one (Very important / Somewhat important / Slightly important / Not important)
- Be energy efficient
- Be water efficient
- Emphasize sustainable stormwater management (e.g., rain gardens and pervious pavement)
- Use sustainable materials (regionally sourced, natural, sustainably harvested, and/or
recycled)
- Use sustainable energy
37.) Do you have other suggestions for design-related issues (site, building, material, appearance, etc.)?
38.) Do you have any comments on the City Hall and Permit Center, Lake Stevens Sewer District, and
Lake Stevens Library being centralized and collocated in one Civic Center campus?
Demographics
The following optional questions will help us understand whether we have reached all types of residents
in Lake Stevens. Your responses are completely anonymous.
39.) Are you a full-time resident of Lake Stevens?
Yes
No
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40.) Do you work for the City or Sewer District?
Yes
No
41.) Do you work for Sno-Isle Libraries?
Yes
No
42.) Do you identify as
Female
Male
Gender nonconforming
Prefer not to answer
43.) What is your age range?
18 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 and older
Prefer not to answer
44.) What are the ages of children that currently live in your home? Select all that apply.
0-3
4-7
9-12
13-15
16-18
No children
Prefer not to answer
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Appendix B
Survey Response Summary

Lake Stevens Civic Center – Public Engagement Event 1 – Online Survey
Intro:
The City of Lake Stevens is exploring options to centralize and consolidate municipal services including
the Lake Stevens Library, City Hall and Permit Center, and Lake Stevens Sewer District into one
consolidated Civic Center campus adjacent to transportation lines and easily accessible to the City
Center. Currently, these City services are in undersized, portable and/or temporary buildings. The key
objectives of a new Lake Stevens Civic Center are to provide efficient and financially sustainable public
facilities that may reduce costs by sharing common building spaces and infrastructure between
agencies, deliver municipal and community services effectively to Lake Stevens residents, and maintain a
strong community identity. The City, Sewer District and Library have just begun exploring possible
design concepts. Your input on this survey during this initial exploratory phase will help us make sure
that these design ideas reflect community priorities.
This survey is organized in 4 sections: Lake Stevens Civic Center, Library, Outdoor Features & Design, and
Demographics.
Civic Center
1.) Have you heard of the Civic Center project in Lake Stevens? If you need a little more information,
click here to visit the Civic Center planning webpage (opens in a new window leading to City Website
with information).
76.14% - Yes
21.45 % - No
1.45% - Don’t know
0.96% - No response

2.) Do you support or oppose the creation of a new Civic Center?
67.95% - Support
10.60% - Opposed
18.31% - I don’t know
3.13% - No Response
3.) What are the reasons that you support a joint facility? Select all that apply.
Cost efficiency
Central Location
Public Private Partnership
(QUESTION NOT INCLUDED IN ONLINE SURVEY)
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4.) In a typical year, how often do you visit the City Hall and Permit Center or the Sewer District in
person?
2.65% - Yes, many times a year.
4.82% - Yes, a few times a year.
20.96% - Yes, but only once or twice ever.
70.36% - Never.
1.20% - No response
5.) In a typical year, how often do you visit the Sewer District in person?
1.93% - Yes, many times a year.
3.13% - Yes, a few times a year.
10.12% - Yes, but only once or twice ever.
80.48% - Never.
4.34% - No Response
5.) Which departments or offices do you visit? Select all that apply.
7.23% - Mayor/City Administrator
17.59% - City Clerk
2.41% - Finance
3.13% - Human Resources
4.34% - Information Technology
13.73% - Planning & Community Development
12.53% - Public Works/Sewer District
65.76% - No Response
6.) How long do you spend at the City Hall and Permit Center on a typical visit? Select all that apply.
52.53% - 0 – 15 minutes
9.40% - 15 minutes – 1 hour
1.20% - 1 hour – 2 hours
0% - 2 – 4 hours
0.24% - 4 – 8 hours
36.63% - No response
7.) How long do you spend at the Sewer District offices on a typical visit? Select all that apply.
52.29% - 0 – 15 minutes
3.86% - 15 minutes – 1 hour
43.86 – No response
8.) How many City Council or other board meetings do you attend in person in a typical year?
68.67% - None
18.80% - 1 to 2
4.58% - 3 to 6
4.82% - More than 6
3.13% - No response
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9.) How many City Council or board meetings do you stream online in a typical year?
None
1 to 2
3 to 6
More than 6
(QUESTION NOT INCLUDED IN ONLINE SURVEY)
10.) The City and Sno-Isle are studying the possibility of including other uses on the site in order to offset
the costs of development and create a vibrant, mixed-use place for the community. Assuming the
market would support the following private uses, select all uses you support:
(88% – 385) - Small business such as a coffee shop or café
(54% - 226) - Office suites or professional services
(25% - 102) - Housing such Townhouse or Apartments
(7% - 29) - No response
11.) A new City Center could have spaces available for public use. Do you envision that you, your
organization or business would want to use space in a new Civic Center for an event or meeting?
25.06% - Yes – very likely
42.41% - Maybe
28.92% - No – very unlikely
3.61% - No response
12.) What types of programming would you use the space for? Select all that apply.
(23.86% - 99) - Classroom work
Hands-on workshop (Not included in survey)
(39.76% - 165) - Community meeting/Business meeting
Multimedia presentation (video, audio, spoken word, etc.) (Not included in survey)
(33.73% - 140) - Physical wellness (yoga, Pilates, stretching, etc.)
(54.22% - 225) - Community event or festival
(40.48% - 168) - Private party or social gathering
Other (please describe):
- Would not use it
- Biblical Teaching
- Girl Scout Events/Meetings
- Eagle Scout Boards of Review
- Hoa meetings
- Scouts BSA
- None, it’s a waste of taxpayer money!
- Space available for Drug & Alcohol recovery meetings
- None, it’s not needed
- Condo Association Meetings
- Playgroup, bingo, aged care meetings
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-

-

I’d love to have a rent workspace spot. Perhaps shared with a cafe. Very common in
Seattle.
Outreach to those in need of work, support, etc.
Book discussion group
Teen center
Class reunions
None, it is a bad idea.
Ping Pong, Pickleball court
Library
Book club meeting
Classes of all kinds
Movie nights
Performance
sports
Possible birthday party
Political party meetings
The old community center was very affordable to rent, unlike the Mill. It would be
wonderful if the average citizen could afford to rent the space, instead of only the
wealthy.
Family friendly activities
non-profit group meetings

13.) What type of space(s) would you be interested in using? Select all that apply.
73.01% - Indoor
50.12% - Outdoor, open air
65.78% - Outdoor with weather protection (i.e., overhead shelter from rain/snow/sun)
15.66% - No Response
14.) How many people would the space need to accommodate? If you are considering having different
types of events, select all that apply.
49.12% - 0-25
39.28% - 26-50
21.44% - 51-100
10.84% - More than 100
21.20% - No Response
15.) Would you want to hold events on a weekday, weekday evening, or weekend? Select all that apply.
14.70% - Daytime during the week
31.57% - Evening during the week
36,87% - Weekend
35.90% - Flexible depending on availability of the space
22.89% - Not sure
17.83% - No Response
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16.) How often would want to have an event/meeting in the space?
Weekly (Not Included in Survey)
11.33% - Monthly
24.34% - A few times per year
7.95% - One time
38.31% - Not sure
18.07% - No Response
17.) If you had to pay to rent the space in the Civic Center, would you still use it?
33.49% - Yes
36.87% - Not sure
17.59% - No
12.05% - No Response
18.) What mode of transportation are you likely to use most often when visiting a new Civic Center
located near Market Place and 99th Ave NE? Select all that apply.
4.81% - Bus
1.69% - Rideshare
86.99% - Personal Vehicle Car (car/motorcycle/scooter, drive alone)
6.51% - Carpool
20.96% - Walk
9.16% - Bicycle
Library
The following questions will focus on the Lake Stevens Library and potential future library:
19.) In a typical year, how often do you visit, or have you visited Lake Stevens Library?
31.08% - Yes, many times a month.
20.24% - Yes, a few times a month.
15.18% - Yes, many times a year.
18.31% - Yes, a few times a year.
7.23% - Yes, but only once or twice ever.
6.75% -Never.
1.20% - No Response
20.) How long do you spend at Library on a typical visit? Select all that apply.
28.19% - 0 - 15 minutes
60% - 15 minutes – 1 hour
7.11% - 1 hour – 2 hours
4.10% - 2 – 4 hours
1.2% - 4 – 8 hours
5.06% - No Response
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21.) Why do you visit the library? Select all that apply.
49.64% - Library programs and events (including children’s, book groups and civic events)
19.28% - Support for students
85.54% - Browsing and pickup of specific library materials
25.06% - Access to computers/printer/scanner
16.14% - Internet/Wifi
15.66% - Research, job search support or technology assistance from library staff
3.00% - No Response
Other:
- Would spend more time at the new location
- 0Volunteer
- meetings, but we have to use the Museum community room.
- Friends of Library Book Sale
- Indoor play for kids
- I don’t. Library’s are irrelevant these days.
- Don’t use it
- Getting books
- Use study rooms
- Donate books to Friends of Library
- Use Marysville branch more because of better facility
- Books?
- A quiet place to be outside of my home where there is no pressure to buy anything
- kid loves it
- Meet up with friends
- Use of kids toys/ kid social interaction
- FOL activities
- Kids reading space
- The location downtown
- Homework
- Children’s books
22.) What space would you use most at the library? Select all that apply
Children/Family learning space (Not Included in Survey)
47.95% - Study/Quiet space
31.33% - Collaborative work space
46.02% - Reservable free community meeting space
70.36% - Comfortable spaces for reading and visits
Space and equipment to design and build creative projects (Not Included in Survey)
4.73% - No Response
Other:
- Children’s library section and story time
- Child area
- Material to check out
- Arts and craft spaces
- Friends of Library Book Sale
- Children's area
- Children’s Area
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-

Space for children
Kids area
The stacks
None due to COVID.
Children’s activity area
Computers/printer
I mostly come to check out DVDs
None, pickup books
Children's Area
A fun kid section with places for adults to sit and read to kids and for the kids to
have a place to hang out and play games and read.
pickup/drop-offs
Dedicated children’s space
Children’s area
none
There isn’t any space at the library to use. We need a bigger library.
Browsing collections
Kids activities
Children spaces with enrichment toys
Computers, printers
Kids section

23.) Please order the following from most important(top) to least important (bottom) services and
spaces you prioritize in a new library. (Extremely Important, Very Important, Important, Somewhat
Important, Not Important)
Extremely
Very
Somewhat
Not
Important
Important Important
Important Important
Library programs and events (including
children's programs, book groups and civic
events)

52.05%

19.52%

13.49%

4.82%

5.54%

Comfortable spaces for learning, reading and
visiting

50.60%

23.86%

11.81%

6.27%

2.89%

Browsing and pickup of specific library
materials (books, DVDs, CDs, collections in
various langauges

62.41%

18.80%

10.60%

3.37%

1.93%

37.11%
21.69%
28.92%
38.31%
50.60%

24.58%
19.28%
20.00%
23.61%
23.61%

21.20%
21.93%
22.65%
14.46%
12.53%

8.19%
21.93%
14.70%
8.43%
7.47%

4.34%
9.40%
8.43%
9.64%
6.51%

30.36%

21.69%

18.55%

11.08%

13.01%

Study/Quiet Space
Collarborative workspace
Reservable free community meeting space
Access to computers/printer/scanner
Internet/WiFi
Research, job search support or technology
assistance from library staff
*Non Responses not included in this table.
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24.) Please describe your vision or provide any additional input on a new Lake Stevens Library here.
See Appendix C for a summary of write in responses.
Outdoor Features and Design
In addition to containing offices for City/Sewer District/Library staff members, a space for City Council,
possible court, Library space and public meeting space, the City Center could serve as indoor and/or
outdoor community-centered space. Over the next several questions, we’re going to ask you what
outdoor features and design you think would benefit the community.
25.) How important are the categories of outdoor features:
Outdoor seating, reading and eating areas
138, 33.25%, Extremely Important
112, 26.99%, Very Important
83, 20.00%, Important
40, 9.64%, Somewhat Important
30, 7.23%, Not Important
12, 2.89%, No response
Outdoor fitness/active recreation
55, 13.25%, Extremely Important
77, 18.55%, Very Important
104, 26.06%, Important
89, 21.45%, Somewhat Important
74, 17.83%, Not Important
16, 3.85%, No Response
Public art, fountains, or water features
69, 16.63%, Extremely Important
81, 19.52%, Very Important
93, 22.41%, Important
91, 21.93%, Somewhat Important
62, 14.942%, Not Important
19, 4.58%, No Response
Outdoor event accommodations
91, 21.93%, Extremely Important
95, 22.89%, Very Important
97, 23.37%, Important
74, 17.83%, Somewhat Important
41, 9.88%, Not Important
17, 4.10%, No Response
Educational/historical features
82, 29.76%, Extremely Important
108, 26.02%, Very Important
97, 23.37%, Important
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73, 17.59%, Somewhat Important
41, 9.88%, Not Important
14, 3.37%, No Response
Next, we’ll ask you about options for features in all these categories. You can choose some, all, or none
and can suggest additional features.
26.) What landscaping and gardens features are you interested in seeing at a new Civic Center? Select
all that interest you (with images).
26.75% - Ornamental / Formal Garden
54.96% - Rain Garden / Stormwater Features
67.23% - Native / Habitat Planting
62.89% - Shade Trees
Grass Lawn (Not included in Survey)
4.82% -No Response
27.) Do you have any suggestions for landscape, garden, or park amenities?
See Appendix X for a summary of write in responses.
28.) What types of public seating areas and/or eating areas are you interested in seeing at a new Civic
Center? Select all that interest you.
82.89% - Benches and Integrated seating (walls, boulders, logs)
61.45% - Picnic Tables
Moveable Seating (Not included in Survey)
67.23% - Covered Areas
Lawn Mounds (Not included in Survey)
7.47% - No Response
29.) Do you have other suggestions for public seating areas and/or eating areas?
See Appendix X for a summary of write in responses.

30.) What types of public art, fountains, or water features are you interested in seeing at a new Civic
Center? Select all that interest you.
55.66% - Rainwater feature
30.84% - Traditional water feature (shallow pool or fountain)
41.20% - Interactive water feature
54.22% - Public art (sculpture, murals, etc)
12.53% - No Response
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31.) Do you have other suggestions for public art, fountains, or water features?
See Appendix X for a summary of write in responses.
32.) What types of outdoor event accommodations are you interested in seeing at a new Civic Center?
Select all that interest you.
54.22% - Outdoor classroom / storytelling
55.90% - Outdoor Community Meeting Space
23.37% - No Response
Other:
- picnic areas
- not sure
- No interest
- Sitting and quiet space or place for kids
- Music venues
- Theater
- Park for kids
- small amphitheater for music
- place for families and organizations to meet
- An area for a movie night and musical performances.
- Don’t care
- outdoor local beer and wine tasting with a consert
- I am a music teacher in LSSD and would love a space for my marimba band to
perform at
- Fair or markets
- Stage
- Music or dances
- Small amphitheater for outdoor concerts/plays/presentations
- Outdoor Music and Movies in Summer
- Concerts maybe?
- Aqua fest items and shows
- outdoor seating you can curl up in to read a book
- Farmers Markets
- Light stage for small musical groups
- Music entertainment
- Small performance area for outdoor theater?
- None.
- Concerts
- None at this time
- Farmer's market
- Summer movies,
- inclusive and open community events
- Cinema
- Fireworks on the lake we could gather and watch?
- Venue for performances
- Concerts, festivals
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33.) Do you have other suggestions for outdoor event accommodations?
See Appendix X for a summary of write in responses.
34.) What types of other features are you interested in seeing at a new Civic Center? Select all that
interest you.
41.93% - Bike Facilities
46.02% - Unprogrammed open Plaza
50.60% - Unprogrammed open lawn area
45.30% - Overhead plaza lighting
22.17% - No Response
35.) Do you have other suggestions for any other site/outdoor features?
See Appendix X for a summary of write in responses.
36.) How important do you feel it is that a new Civic Center…?
Very
Somewhat
Slightly
Not
Important Important Important Important
Be energy efficient and water
66.99%
19.04%
6.02%
3.86%
Emphasize sustainable stormwater
management (e.g., rain gardens and pervious
pavement)
Use sustainable materials (regionally sourced,
natural, sustainably harvested, and/or
recycled)
*Non-responses not included in this table.

58.80%

21.93%

10.12%

4.82%

58.07%

22.41%

8.67%

6.27%

37.) Do you have other suggestions for design-related issues (site, building, material, appearance, etc.)?
See Appendix X for a summary of write in responses.
38.) Do you have any comments on the City Hall and Permit Center, Lake Stevens Sewer District, and
Lake Stevens Library being centralized and collocated in one Civic Center campus?
See Appendix X for a summary of write in responses.
Demographics
The following optional questions will help us understand whether we have reached all types of residents
in Lake Stevens. Your responses are completely anonymous.
39.) Are you a full-time resident of Lake Stevens?
92.29% - Yes
6.27% - No
1.45% - No response
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40.) Do you work for the City or Sewer District or Sno-Isle Libraries?
4.58% - Yes
93.73% - No
1.69% - No response
41.) Do you identify as
65.30% - Female
24.58% - Male
1.69% - Gender nonconforming
6.99% - Prefer not to answer
42.) What is your age range?
2.18% - 18 to 24
14.94% - 25 to 34
35.52% - 35 to 44
18.55% - 45 to 54
12.05% - 55 to 64
13.98% - 65 and older
2.89% - Prefer not to answer
43.) What are the ages of children that currently live in your home? Select all that apply.
16.39% - 0-3
25.06% - 4-7
30.12% - 8-12
20.48% - 13-15
16.39% - 16-18
34.70% - No children
1.85% - Prefer not to answer
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Comments

Question 24
24.) Please describe your vision or provide any additional input on a new Lake Stevens
Library here.
Need bigger space for a public services
The library is incredibly ESSENTIAL. Please do not leave this community without a library. I
expect our city government to take this very seriously.
A larger indoor play area in the children's book section like mukilteo or monroe has
Teen center were they can study
We would like to have the dollar amount to build the Library
Big enough to handle better community events
I would answer these questions differently last year than I would today. I think you might
consider restructuring this survey given the COVID social distancing environment we find ourselves. I
think an early learning focused library and space for teens, as well as "Amazon store style" adult to go
items are so important.
Why are we entertaining anything to do with a library??? It has already been voted down
twice
I think every town needs a library. Books are so important.
The library desperately needs more room. It currently has NO area that can be considered a
"quiet area" really, and people rely deeply on computers and printing and the help of the staff. They
need a meeting room for storytimes and book clubs and other events SO BADLY. All of the above is
critical to the library.
Please try to reduce the final cost of building this library. Many of us are struggling financially
and paying more taxes to build a library is not a great idea.
We would love a spacious new library. It is such a good family activity for raining days.
Let's encourage people to read! Encourage kids to love the library. Make a great place that
the town can be proud of and people will want to utilize.
A new, big library would be amazing!! Before COVID, we traveled to the Snohomish library
once a week (sometimes twice) for the children’s classes and to check out books. My children and I
love to browse for books, go to the classes, read books, and play with the puzzles and toys provided
for children. A new library would be so beneficial to children and adults of all ages!! Perfect to grow
our community.
A fiscally responsible, collaborative effort,, that provides multifunctional spaces to meet the
unique needs of the community.
Waste of money. Haven't used a library since the internet was invented.
The library in Monroe or Snohomish are both very nice and something similar is very
important to our Lake Stevens community.
A warm and inviting children's space filled with books that promotes play, problem solving
and reading. Separate cozy spaces for adults and teens to read, collaborate or study
I’d love to see a space where children’s programs can be held, there are many different areas
to sit and browse and/or read, and ample parking outside.
Don't overprice the library so it can't get enough support to pass. Let people see what their
taxes are going to be supporting rather than throwing a price tag out. I will probably never use it
because I live in the north part and don't like going to that part of the lake. Would be nice to have a
satellite branch in the north. I imagine you are going to cut off a lot of people in that area. And please
don't have people fill out surveys and ask for feedback when you intend to ignore it and do whatever
you want. The citizens are tired of a few determining what the city will look like.
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I would really like to see high quality architecture similar to the Snohomish library. Please
don't build anything ugly
I would like to see our library look similar to the upgraded libraries in Marysville and
Snohomish
We absolutely need a library in Lake Stevens!
I am not in favor of a P3 (Public Private Partnership) in this circumstance. These vehicles are
useful for projects where specialized experience or technology is needed and not otherwise available,
and when cities are staples for cash. The tradeoff is that the city would be forever renting, and not
owning anything. Much like renting a house vs buying, the equity (and profit) goes to the landlord
instead of adding to the cities assets. Rents go up. I see no benefit to this arrangement other than
the “downpayment” and it is not apparent that even that won’t be required. The city is blessed with
a talented team that could easily handle this project, and the city would be better off with simple
financing.
A meeting space where the group's noise does not interfere with other parts of the library.
Large enough to accommodate our bourgeoning population, ample, full sized, maybe a drive
through pick up lane for reserved materials
I prefer the library where it is located now, if it moves from downtown, I'm unlikely to go
there.
I dream of a library that doesn’t raise my taxes!
Would be great to have a larger and more
Stylish space than what currently exists. One that would attract the younger generation.
A collaborative space with renewable energies for sustained usage
Drive thru hold pick ups please!!!! And partnership with Being Neighborly group to offer
lending libraries, which currently exist in LS. For items like tools, baby equipment and kitchen
supplies. Lets get creative and build a 21st century library. These are common services in other
systems!!!
We need more space! We should have more library materials available on hand for browsing.
Having a library like Snohomish would be wonderful!
I envision an inviting space for a diverse and growing community. I would like to see the
library expand to holding classes and community spaces for innovation, art and creativity. I envision a
space for community groups to be able to meet and use the library resources (ie knitting group).
Check out the Half Moon Bay, CA library - best library I’ve ever been to - they have a room where they
have special equipment that the community can use for their art or science project (i.e. laser cutter).
The new library should be exciting to go to, so I’m glad it’s not going to be in that old dreary building.
Green energy and solar
Lake Stevens needs something similar to what we have in Snohomish. That is a great library
with lots of options, great programs, and a tremendous benefit to the community.
A library is a vital resource for every community, not only for books, movies and music, but
also for employment resources, small-business resources, computer and internet access for those
who need it, after-school study space for students while their parents are still working. In "Our
Towns," James and Deborah Fallows examined how communities small and large survived the
recession of 2008-2009. They discovered that a strong library was central to the success of every
community they investigated in recovering their economy or reinventing themselves for the future.
How much will it affect my taxes
No need for new library. Do not raise taxes to be part of Sno Isle.
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Outdoor sports area..example willis tucker park with volleyball courts and open space areas,
walking paths, SIDEWALKS..An all purpose faciltity
We love visiting the library and are avid readers, but the current space is very small and
cramped. We don’t visit for very long because there isn’t space to comfortably browse for books or
sit down to read without being very crowded/right next to others.
This was voted down a few times already, why keep trying?
What you have done downtown and north cove park looks amazing so we trust your
judgement
We absolutely need a library in Lake Stevens that will accommodate our growing population.
We need a library that MANY people can use at the same time. One that has community space and
even space to showcase community projects, art, etc. We need a space that the community can be
proud of. The downtown area is fabulous, there needs to be something comparable in the south end
of town that is accessible to the community.
Keep it downtown if you want my vote. I live near Granite Falls and can use their facility. I will
vote no if you move it.
The old library is woefully out of date and much too small to accommodate the patrons.
We never go to the Lake Stevens Library because Snohomish is so big and wonderful. More
programs for kids and helping people in this community get jobs.
That the space will be maximally utilized by the public for library and other community
purposes.
I answered all questions on this page as though our library were as good as the one in
Snohomish or Mukilteo. We deserve that. I never visit our little library currently, because it doesn't
have the amenities I need. I do want to make it clear that the library property and building should be
owned by Sno-Isle and/or the City of Lake Stevens, and I do NOT support the city or Sno-Isle renting
the property or space from a building developer.
I would like to see some community education classes in music, literacy, arts, general home
maintenance.
Layout and environment of the Snohomish library is a good model.
I would love that my tax dollars NOT be used for silly buildings that our beautiful city DO NOT
need.
Space for expansion of books.
Bigger than present.
Would love to see us build a modern, user-friendly space for library goers and community
meetings, with enough space to accommodate all the children, parents, grown-ups who come to
events. After visiting new city libraries in several California cities, our small Lake Stevens library is
barely functional and the space does not do our City justice. Sno-Isle, as an organization, is
phenomenal.
I like the idea of a big enough space to support programming and quiet reading/work. I do
like the space to have art inspiration and connection to the community. An outdoor space would also
be nice on sunny days.
Roof top seating
Big and Roomy with lots of selection and stuff to check out
I supported the library last time and my feelings haven’t changed. The reason I don’t visit the
library now is because it’s too small and doesn’t have any usable space. The Snohomish library is
much more functional.
Great meeting space to have in the community. It would be well loved and well used.
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Please have a larger space for children’s programs. The Monroe library is our favorite because
of the kids play area. More story times.
Lots of activities for little kids/elementary school kids
I'm a writer who belongs to writing groups. In non-COVID times, it would be great to have the
opportunity to reserve a space for the group to meet (no more than 10), however I also value lectures
by authors and finding a quiet space to read/work. Easy parking is also important to me. A nearby
cafe would be really handy to grab a coffee or light refreshment.
A library should be an inviting place for multi-generations. There should be indoor and
outdoor spaces for gathering in a way that does not disrupt the folks studying and reading in the
library.
More space for books and a reading area would be nice.
BUILD A NEW BIGGER LIBRARY!!!!! Our kids need it!!!!
Keeping it in the North Cove area
Leave the library where it is. Stop trying to force the community to fund a new library so you
can capitalize on the land.
Encourage the library as the go to place for parents with young children. Have an inviting,
easily enclosed indoor space with soft play and run lots of activities like baby rhyme time, reading
books, colouring, music together etc.
Attract avid readers by ensuring there are plenty of copies of their favourite books - advertise new
and upcoming releases and get input on how many copies are needed.
Create a space for our older community that allows a book club or other events/games over a nice
cuppa and some cookies. Offer a free shuttle bus to encourage people to come together.
A modern state of the art facility
We live on the south side of Lake Stevens, and it easier and more pleasant to go to the
Snohomish Library instead of navigating around the lake to get to the Lake Stevens library. Wanted to
make clear that we while I marked we don't go the Lake Stevens library, it is solely because of location
and size.
I think a NEW library is insane. I don't approve what the city is doing.
2 story with space for adults or older students upstairs. Areas for little ones downstairs.
Often avoid old library because no where to really quietly read.
I think that we've needed a new library in Lake Stevens for years. The current one no longer
fits the needs of our still growing community. If it were a more comfortable space to hangout and
read with Free Wifi and possibly a coffee/cafe area, I would spend more time there than simply
running in a few times a month to pickup items that I'd placed on hold. I voted for a new library ages
ago and was sad to see that it didn't pass.
New library is not needed. Surrounding cities have library facilities we can use - Lake Stevens
doesn't need our own. Voters have spoken multiple times and turned down a new library.
I would love LS to have a huge space to house tons of books, a comfortable spot for reading, a
place for the kids to be entertained, and potentially a place for book clubs to meet! And have air
conditioning (I always feel bad for the librarians in the summer)!
Lots of space for students and adults alike to come study and use computers, etc. Community
events, especially for minority groups, those in poverty and single moms. It would be cool to have
workshops on financial planning, business setup, relationships, parenting, budgeting, etc.
Easy access
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A welcoming and busy library, full of kiddos finding their new favorite book. I love the Sno-Isle
Libraries and hope that the Lake Stevens branch will have a more spacious set up and more parking.
Would like to see shared space that opens onto park, shore for town offices, library,
community space.
I was under the impression the people voted "no" on the Chapel Hill plan several years ago.
The people being all who are taxed for the library in this area, not just citizens of Lake Stevens proper.
Is my impression wrong that Lake Stevens just doesn't take "no" for an answer and our vote is not
necessary any longer?
Library users should be able to do, 1. Research, read magazines etc in reading rooms, 2. Craft
rooms, 3. Study rooms with Wi-Fi, 4. Internet study rooms for students to do school work, 5. A
librarian to do research for the public on historical items in snohomish county ( important historical
items in snohomish county)
Shame on the LS council's actions in forcing both the library and our towns museum out of
their current spaces without adequate replacement spaces just so you can build a parking lot. The
small town feel of historic down town Lake Stevens is being completely destroyed by the council
members and they refuse to listen to the complaints of the residents.
I would appreciate the opportunity to continue to pick up and drop off library materials in old
town Lake Stevens.
I envision a quiet, clean and relatively open community safe space for families and community
members to read and pick up materials. Use library services, study, and collaborate. A portion of the
library that would be more kid friendly for quiet reading and playtime and not disturb other guests.
Some larger rooms for story time, book clubs, or community meetings that are large enough to
accommodate the regular events and also larger special events that draw more people (guest
speakers and kids concerts).
I visit the library every month but online, no real need to go to the library unless there is a
research document which is only available in the library
Would love a library similar to Snohomish with great meeting rooms, comfy chairs, quiet
places to study and a great children's area. Plus wonderful programs for both children and adults.
Would love to see a social atmosphere, maybe outside area and indoor or attached coffee
shop (like Everett). Plenty of seating. A library app that sends bulletins of events, due dates for
returns, new offerings, etc.
Lots of study desks, comfortable chairs, more checkout areas, and bigger restrooms
Our library has long needed a bigger space. We’ve grown as a community and continue to do
so. Our library has not and it is a vital part of a great community
A safe, clean, and friendly environment to browse books and study/do work. A cafe would be
nice. Plenty of parking.
Keep the library as a part of the City’s core downtown. It’s services are far more valuable than
any “wedding” venue
I hope it will be larger than the current library.
Although our family does not currently use the library (rarely), we attended the preschool
program years ago, and I believe that a library is an integral part of a solid community.
I don't think the City should demolish the present Lake Stevens Library until a new permanent
location is established. The library is more important than establishing an attractive park-like setting
in downtown Lake Stevens.
Currently there are no study wifi spaces for any students or job seeking adults in the area that
are safe, affordable, and convenient.
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Definitely need a larger library and love that it’s going to be at the Chapel Hill location!!
It is super necessary. Please find a way to get this done!
Similar to the Snohomish library
Events for senior groups: advance education, health classes and training, craft and hobby
classes, on going education, speakers. There are enough classes for kids but not enough for senior
citizens during the day.
A larger, well lighted, inviting, comfortable building with computers and printers and quiet
areas as well as areas for children's activities.
Fostering community events centered on learning.
Indoor/outdoor space for kids, coupled with a coffee bar, would make an amazing
combination!
A bright, airy space that offers programs for small children as well as access to computers/
printers/ WiFi for all age groups. A coffee bar inside or near would be a great addition for adults
looking to unwind with a drink and book.
Place where the community can embrace diversity and integrity.
A community space should be part of the library’s footprint not the city’s. They are more
community and objectively civic minded than local government.
A nice bright space that is modern, with both heating and cooling to.maintain a comfortable
temperature year round. Like the Snohomish Library.
Place to pick up and drop off items near old location/down town/old town/north cove park
would be ideal
Must be accessible for students and seniors.
I live by the high school and am super sad that the library is moving out of downtown. My kids
and I walk there often. We will likely use it a lot less if it relocates.
Spaciousness would be an amazing change. : )
Since the library is open week ends & evenings I'd like to see a place & system of/for
volunteers to assist

struggling students, especially in math.
With access to online books, I have been able to reserve and get my books without going to
the library. I feel there should be a librarian staffed to answe pr questions and to help navigate the
system. #1 importance would be to having space for children to explore books and for people who
cannot afford the internet to have access. Community programs would also be useful.
Sounds like the money gained by all the construction is burning a hole in the mayors pocket
and he wants to use it for a new office. I doubt we will see much of library but hopefully. Recommend
take a page from Chula Vista, CA and don't be quick to spend the money. Your just opened flood gate
on a lot of residences and will require a great deal of upkeep. Don't spend it all and then ask for more
taxes like every other crooked politician.
The library is such an important community service and has been a huge part of our family for
many years. Please don’t underestimate the impact library services have.
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Our little town has exploded in population while our library has remained tiny. I’m hoping
that we can reflect the number of families with children in our plans. It’s nice to have some areas
where the kiddos aren’t expected to be silent. I also hope the library is large enough to
support our growing population in other ways including quiet study space and services for those who
otherwise can’t access technology. However, space isn’t the only important thing. We must also focus
on maintaining high quality library staff. One of their essential functions is assisting us in locating
**reliable information & sources ** — this is increasingly important in an internet age.
Comfortable reading areas and meeting space.
I think a larger library is needed due to the growth of the city. A library is a place to learn, get
help and connect with people and your community.
We desperately need better walkability in the surrounding areas to accommodate these
resources. There are no real sidewalks south on 99th Ave and the pedestrian pathways to the north
(especially the corner at 4th and 99th) frequently are "cut" by buses and traffic. These areas need
protection or enhancement to accommodate children and other citizen's nearby walking to the library
and civic center.
A library with a nice inviting aesthetic with a rustic Northwest look like the Mill that was
recently built downtown.
Lake Stevens has three times as many people as Snohomish yet their library is enormous
compared to Lake Stevens. Please consider prioritizing knowledge in this hillbilly town
I would love to have a local library that could accommodate events and programs similar to
the ones held in Snohomish and Monroe.
I access the sno-isle library online, however, I feel strongly that a library is vitally important to
a healthy community. I continue to vote to approve library funding and am excited to hear about this
collaborative effort to bring a new facility to Lake Stevens.
I like the idea of sharing space, ie meeting rooms/computers/printers etc with the Civic
Center
In our growing community, the library can serve as a hub for connection, communication and
support. Thinking ahead as we continue to grow for spaces for groups to gather would be a brilliant
move. We currently have very few options in Lake Stevens to gather with groups and build
community connections.
I use the library at least once a week for borrowing materials and printing documents for my
business. I can't imagine life without a local library. Thank you for the opportunity to provide opinions
about its future.
I really have no vision , just keep the employees there . They are very good to the people who
come in .
We need a larger library to accommodate the city that has grown so much over the years. A
new library has been rejected multiple times and it's very disappointing since it's a necessity, in my
opinion.
As accessible as possible
The library is great where it’s at. It should stay in the downtown area. If it has to grow, give
the entirety of the building to the amazing museum. It could expand then. The building is the last
historic building in Lake Stevens and needs to be preserved.
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The library moving way over by target is a terrible idea. I will never use it. I’ll go to Marysville instead
as it’s closer.

We have not been using the library in Lake Stevens due to customer service issues. Two years
ago we went in and asked for help and the girl working told me and my 2 young daughters she was
too busy to help us and that we could just do whatever we needed to online.
Would love to see programs for kids
I just moved to Lake Stevens with my fiancé, we bought our first home. As we look to the
future (getting married and having children) I would love for there to be a great library to take our
future children to check out books, attend events/readings/story times, have an option for space to
host or attend community or private parties/festivals. Libraries are community hubs and Lake Stevens
deserves a proper one!
For a long time, the old Lake Stevens Library struggled to host community events due to a lack
of dedicated meeting room space. Providing such a space should be a high priority as Lake Stevens
continues to grow in population and density.
What I don't understand is that you acknowledge that the library may have to move to a
temporary location, when it's obvious that's a certainty; and while the big question for regular library
users is where, you say nothing more on this topic. We need to know more!
Larger inventory of on site books than current space provides. More Adult seating.
The new library should be spacious and have a specific floor plan to accommodate the
communities needs. For example, I was thinking of a similar design as the Snohomosh Library.
A welcoming and open community center for all.
Current building is TOO SMALL! Need more space for browsing, reading areas, computers,
and meeting space.
Keep it close to where it is located now
Virtual library, order online, pickup at library. The new library has been voted down twice.
Build sidewalk on 20th St N. , 117th and North Lake streets
Looking forward to having easy access to library & communal space. Especially hoping fir
children’s play area.
We need this!
A larger library than what Lake Stevens currently has. Something more like Marysville library
on Grove street.
More space
I would love a cozy place to read by the fire like in Snohomish, and rooms that activities can
be held like in Granite Falls and Snohomish. I would love a fun place for my child to read and play and
maybe next to a park or have a big lawn area to be able to read at when the weather is nice. I would
like a place maybe in the lobby with a coffee cart and some tables to be able to drink coffee and read
a book.
Forget the library and fix the roads.
I think it’s important to a community to have one.
Keep the library downtown. Do not remove/demolish it, nor the museum. Stop destroying the
little remaining history and charm left in Lk Stevens. Keep downtown viable— don’t turn this into a
parking lot.
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A hub for community activity, the obvious library functions, but I think a larger scale place for
reading, studying (in groups and in solitude), community meetings, etc would be beneficial. I envision
nice reading spaces.
I strongly believe the library belongs in downtown and not by Target, a place devoid of any
character. I beg you to keep it downtown
We as a community MUST HAVE A LIBRARY!!
It is what community is all about for our young and old! Please take a second and think back to your
childhood and how precious your visits to the library were.
an inviting children's space to play and learn
I am open to different ideas. I am stringly opposed to tearing down the old building and
kicking the museum out! This building keeps some history in the town and should be able to stay for
that reason.
Policies in place to not attract homeless people. Libraries in many other cities are to a point
were you can’t even bring your families because the homeless are bathing and getting high in the
bathrooms. The libraries have the odor of the streets.
I love the Snohomish library, and would love for us to have a similar facility. A gas fireplace
would be lovely.
I would really like to see a facility and programming to engage 'tweens and teens. Meeting
rooms are great IF they are easily accessible, perhaps not at the far back of the library.
Streaming children's' story time guest lectures.
Lake Stevens is in desperate need of a new library space!! I visit the LS library to pick up
materials only, because the library is so small, they never have what I am looking for, and so I hav to
have it sent from another library. We my youngest was litter, we utilized the programs at the
Snohomish library, because they had more options, more space, and more parking. I would also love
for there to be spaces to hold meetings. Right now we have meetings at Starbucks, which is noisy.
Also, a place for students to be able to study.
A library should be a space for all. It is important to research libraries in other areas that are
thriving. We are new transplants to Lake Stevens and miss our vibrant library in our previous
community. I would love to volunteer to help a committee plan library events. Many children’s
programs for the families in our community are a must. Programs for kids, teens, and elderly are also
important. A yearly cultural festival with stations to learn about different cultures was a favorite at
our prior library. Please please create a space for all.
A new library to be built without raising taxes.
It would be great to have a space for kids to nurture a live of reading, programs to spark
interest, and space for those in the community who need tech resources. Due to available content, it
might be nice if there were a way to shield computer screens from public (kid) view. I have heard
some stories of kids seeing inappropriate content.
Having a library like downtown library would be ideal, private study rooms, many resources,
printing capability, common area for events storytime and teen engagement activities
An inviting space for parents and preschoolers to gather and create happy experiences for
early learners.
A safe and accommodating space for teens older learners to study.
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The Library in my opinion should be a place where people come to improve themselves and
gain access to resources that are taken for granted by a lot of us who have the means to have these
resources at home. Aside from providing resources like computer access, wifi access and access to
career building resources the library should be big and inviting and have a large capacity for browsing
books but also space enough for guests to grab a book off of a shelf then sit and read for a few hours.
This is a huge opportunity for the Lake Stevens community because a bigger library would spark more
community interest in going to the library and reading in general.
I would really like to see a library so big that it honestly feels like you could spend all day in there.
shared buildings with cities often comes with issues, prefer library own it's own building
Large space with large collection of diverse books with ample parking, many community room
options, maybe a small in library cafe. Has access via different modes of transportation.
It would be great to have a larger space to offer more programming, books, etc.
We need a larger, more updated library. lS is a rapidly growing town and we need to keep up
with the times.
I’m all in favor of a low cost library
We must retain a library! A town this size has no excuse for not retaining a public library. I
prefer a free-standing library building larger than the current space.
We just need lots more space so desperately, a separate area for children’s books and reading
circle/crafts, meeting room for special programs
Very large play space for young kids and babies that is separated from the quiet area of the
library. Separate rooms for program use. A quiet study area with a few computers, comfortable
chairs, and art. A resource desk for staff. Staff break room. Outdoor (covered) patio area and
playground. Community garden space. Outdoor amphitheater (small).
Hopefully it would be in a place close enough that the high schoolers can access it. It should
be somewhere walkable because so many students rely on it after school.
I love the Marysville and Granite Falls libraries and would like to see something similar for
Lake Stevens
I think something like the Snohomish library would be great. My main interest is children
activities/programs.
I would love to see collaboration with and hiring of Native American
designers/builders/artists. Snohomish county is named after the Snohomish Tribe that was forced
onto the Tulalip Reservation with several other local Tribes and they are not even Federally
Recognized as Snohomish people. It would be a good way to reconcile the wealth and prosperity
we’ve benefited from as Lake Stevens residents while they have suffered.
Space for teens to have quiet study time, space for children to explore and play, place for
adults to relax
I think that it is horrible that they are moving the library from downtown. The center they just
built downtown is a total waste of space and the library should declare mutiny and move in there. It's
bright, open and has the space needed. Lake Stevens would have done so much better by building the
community a library than a silly event center that stands vacant every time I drive by. So sad.
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Libraries are a cornerstone to creating a better society. As such, it is necessary to provide
services that lift up the most marginalized members of our community. Libraries should have
resources available (e.g. job search, internet access) that help support those with the greatest need. I
think libraries also need to have reservable, but free, community use space--this will help support
local non profits and grass roots organizations. I'd also love to see a library with a small café or coffee
cart. Usually, I just go to the library to pick up my books and then leave, but I'd love for the library to
be "hang-outable."
I think that every community needs a free and public library. It is an important cornerstone
and backbone of the community. This needs to be a major priority in the communities growth and
development planning.
We really enjoy the current location of the library and use it for a family walk of about 1 mile
each way with a destination to read and/or pick up/drop off books. We wouldn't be able to walk to
the new location and feel it's leave downtown Lake Stevens. We wouldn't visit the library as often if it
was off Chapel Hill. I feel like Lake Stevens is abandoning downtown Lake Stevens to move closer to
hwy 9. We bought our current house to be walking distance to downtown Lake Stevens and have
enjoyed it for the last 4.5 years but not a fan of this move.
Library needs to be expand with the ever expanding population of Lake Stevens.
For our family having a library for our kids to go to and check out books is very important.
Also the library programs for kids and meeting spaces would be really useful. Love the idea of adding
in a cafe or coffee shop.
Lake Stevens residents have asked for an updated but SMALL library for many, many years.
Sno-isle continues to try to push us into building and paying for a large library. The voters spoke loud
and clear during the last election that we do not want a huge, expensive library! The residents of lake
Stevens have asked for a library similar to the Granite Falls library. We don’t want a big one like
Snohomish. If COVID closures have shown us anything, it is that we do not need a large library
building! Many people only use E-books and online resources. No need to buy all those books and let
them sit on the shelves!
A place where my children and I can go to learn about community events, where we can meet
for study groups, where we can meet for community based planning and discussion. A place that is
inviting, safe, and accessible to all in the community.
I run the Snohomish County region of National Novel Writing Month and am always looking
for more free spaces to hold events for participants. A Lake Stevens library would be incredibly
beneficial to this effort, as Lake Stevens is fairly central to all Snohomish County.
We love the library! It's the single most important community fixture in Lake Stevens. I'd love
to see a building with lots of browsing space, community meeting rooms, and an outdoor space that
would draw families with young children.
I'm retired and love to read books. When the library was closed it was so sad.
Place for people to relax and read maybe in several areas.
Easy access, centrally located for many in the community, especially seniors, low income,
disadvantaged; large space to accommodate many users and programs running simultaneously; large
space to hold expanded book collection for browsing and checkout; light, bright, warm, clean and
inviting; safe and welcoming for all visitors
I was going to the Snohomish library twice a month and rarely the Lake Stevens library
because of the significant difference in the quality of the facility. Would love the Lake Stevens library
to be similar to the Snohomish library.
Sno isle asked for too much money. Why are you moving it away from its original location
and away from downtown? What is going where the current museum and library are?
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Libraries are not all about the books its also a place for seniors who can have access to
computers or printers. May want to check out DVD. Its also for having small rooms to meet in for
meetings. Can't do that in ours to small. Bigger space for pre schoolers
Look at the Snohomish library for an example
Library building that supports learners, readers. and people doing research of all ages. A
library's physical structure like the Snohomish Library building in Snohomish WA.
We need a new library. Current one is too small based on city growth.
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27.) Do you have any suggestions for landscape, garden, or park amenities?
I would love to see an educational element that informs the public about sustainability. Also,
public art is a must.
There should be a playground as this side of town does not have a public playground within
walking distance.
Keep it simple and low maintenance with low water needs.
Let us know the budget for the project. Hard to be for something without knowing costs
(taxes)
A public restroom
Keep costs down, plant native low water use plants and trees
Not sure who will take care of it, but somehow allow for individuals or groups to help
maintain various areas? Not sure how that might work, but could be nice for people to take
ownership and be involved in creating something beautiful.
A park for children with toys would be great!!! We live close to the designated area of the
community center and there are no parks for children within walking distance to it. Sidewalks are a
must as well, especially up Chapel Hill where people walk everyday. It is a very high foot and car
traffic area, especially on nice sunny days.
Simplicity and low environmental impact.
Native American theme with history of our city.
A courtyard space with a central artistic fountain that can double as seating would be a
primary feature, surrounded by formal gardens in structure but filled with native plants that have
educational/informational plaques for understanding our NW environment. These garden spaces
would have gentle nooks where benches or tables could be next to the shade. There would be a midpriced cafe near this central courtyard. And at one side some children's "play" area. This could
include a rock wall big or small and some sturdy metal/cement ect. statues the kids could climb
around on, salmon, bear, orca, eagles, etc.
Anything but what you did to North Cove. Tearing down trees and leaving no shade was
terrible. Feel like the city is tree cutting happy.
I would suggest nice landscaping and flowers, bulbs etc. We need interesting places to
explore
Greenery to help process CO2, greenery/trees to dampen road noise/street sounds; walking
paths, seating areas; though all open and safe
Native plants
Some covered area to shield people from the rain. Public restrooms for all to use.
Walking path through garden
An additional community garden for supporting our local food bank
Spray park or more play areas for kids
Love the rain garden idea, would be cool if there was some sort of Stoney/large pebble path
with moss in the gardens. Perhaps a waterfall feature.
Just ample open space
Educational gardens would benefit the community.
A little space for kids- not a playground per say, but maybe a wooden playhouse or hut.
Green, sustainable, free fruit from trees. Community gardens.
Playground. Splash pad.
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Incorporation of art and or Lake Stevens history features. Nature information and activities
for children.
Low maintenance.
Plants and trees for all seasons.
Picnic areas and walking paths would be appreciated by our family.
Meandering walkways with tucked away seating areas
benches, picnic tables, small amphitheater
Community garden
Stage.
Splash pad!
Some covered spaces with benches
Stop wasting taxpayer money on stupid pet projects!
Accessible walking paths
Well maintained and safe public restrooms
Plants native to the area, perhaps with labels and information about them.
Use small businesses.
Grassy areas and places that allow people to enjoy spending time.
None! Waste of money
Covered picnic area. Open space for kit flying.
Native plantings that are drought resistant and do not require additional water; shrubs that
bloom for color. Sculpture pieces for interest. A street level water feature that children can wade in.
Interactive features (textures of stone/concrete); Things for kids to climb and jump from (big
rocks/stones) would be cool too. Stepping stones through a shallow fountain or even just stepping
stones across a "Fake" fountain area. World map on the ground.
A coffee shop in the fall/winter or a ice cream shop in the summer
Gardening education would be cool
Splash pad for kids, large open area for play
Natural to our environment
Make it a showcase for the Snohomish Conservation District! Install rain catchment systems
that can be used as examples and plant with native plants. I would love to see that. It'd also be great
if they could host some of their educational panels there.
With so many native trees, an arboretum with signage for these trees would be wonderful.
Large grasses areas with fun pathways and stepping stones. Any statue / public art should
double as climbing equipment.
Bike trail
Art installation pieces that serve as art but also can be utilized for seating or tables. Things
that are nice to look at but functional too
Covered areas!
A covered play structure for kids would be nice
Self sustainable
Please have a park with play structures for kids. We have so few and they’re all small.
A community garden or small rose garden would be nice.
Park benches would be nice
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Maybe a community garden, or low cost landscaping, something that doesn't cost a lot of
money to maintain.
Ampitheater lawn for events sloping toward lake.
Keep it cost effective
Statue of the Issiac I. Stevens for which Lake Stevens was named for, and a plague stating
Locomtive is in the lake with the Lake Stevens journal articles (copies of course) put in a marker type
plaque at the entrance of the library. O the historical items of Lake Stevens as needed, maybe add an
expanded museum in one of the parcels.
Please keep children in mind
A somewhat large area for picnics and play.
Lots of trees with plenty of flowers
Look to the Arts Foundation for ideas. Also, use the rock in front of the library property in
some way.
Just have frequent benches available. It needs light and to deter illegal loitering and drug use.
Simple, lovely with easy upkeep. Cost effective.
Local artists to design and build with regard to the history of Lake Stevens. Not a hodgepodge
of various displays. It should all tie in to one theme. Easy care maintenance or an area a local
gardening group could adopt and work on.
Native plants with placards teaching about them. Features that children can play in/around.
keep the landscaping open to view so nothing /no one can hide. Especially SHARPS issues
need to be addressed
so close to being to Everett. I recommended getting a free consultation from law enforcement on
this topic.
If possible please put child play spaces as far away from seating for reading or garden spaces
Involve naturalists.
Please install LOW maintenance landscaping so it continues to look good 10 years later.
Seating for families and walkers. Dog friendly ( on leash of course)
How many parks do we have. Just don't build another skate park, keep the drugs on that side
of town.
Consisted a food forest of perennial edible plants (think apple trees & cherry trees
strawberries for ground cover, thornless blackberry and raspberry brambles). Let those that visit
enjoy the fruits, and allow volunteers to pick the fruit for our food bank. Those not enjoyed by
humans will nurture our local animals.
Unique and interesting trees, but with an eye to avoid creating an attractive nuisance for the
homeless to set up camp.
The Bend, Oregon riverfront area has nice winding paths, decorative basalt columns, and eyecatching plantings that make the area very welcoming
Please realize that you can inspire people of all ages by incorporating art, real ART into
landscaping, giving people something to admire and ponder. Other than that good luck in destroying
land and history to chase your silly vision into the ground
Outdoor space to read on nice days.
Anything fun for the kids to play on would be great, as well as shade for the summertime.
Similar to North Cove would be nice
I would love to see a pickleball court in Lake Stevens! Native/rain catchment gardens make
the most sense. Spokane, WA has done a lovely job revitalizing their riverfront area.
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I would take anything making it comfortable and calm .
Art that you think ahead on and that doesn’t get moved from roundabouts, where it’s
appreciated by many, to the mayor’s office, seen by few, because you didn’t realize wood would
weather.
A playground would be great, we don’t really have one in this area of town and being able to
walk to one would be nice
I don’t have any suggestions but I think any of these would be an amazing addition to our
community. I would LOVE to see more public art in community!
Prioritize plants that are native to the area.
Something that is natural but bright and cheerful, perhaps incorporating woodworking
(statues of owls, eagles, bears, etc.) to really create a space that reflects our geographic location of
being in the PNW.
Local artists
Definitely have a monkey puzzzle tree
Inclusion of art by local artists
Children’s play areas
A playground adjacent to the library would be SO wonderful.
Playground or other play areas
Community garden
Maintain whatever amenities are decided on. Usually, maintenance is the first budget cut
when money is tight.
Comfortable seating
Include grass areas.
Keep the library downtown. Do not remove/demolish it, nor the museum. Stop destroying the
little remaining history and charm left in Lk Stevens. Keep downtown viable— don’t turn this into a
parking lot.
Evergreen so it always looks nice—not leafy trees that look terrible when their leaves fall
color, things to climb on safely for the kids and attract interest, interactive features
Have covered seating available for rain or shade
Need big one not small
Comfortable places to sit, some in the sun and others in the shade. Outside access to a coffee
shop (i.e. a walk-up window).
Make it GREEN and sustainable
A Story Trail would be amazing! Look into what Oak Harbor did for theirs. You have a different
story each month. Along a trail are podiums with a page from the book. It’s amazing and a great way
to bring families to the space!
A space for people to enjoy and kiddos to run around and explore would be great
Water pad or fountain.
Playground toys for kids, plenty of seating and shade for parents watching their kids play.
Good bench/table placement for people to just sit and enjoy reading/people watching
landscaping should include native plants and fruit trees where the fruit is free for families to
pick and excess fruit is given to local food banks.
Native to reduce the need to water
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Play ground, water fountain that kids can play in, COVERED space for playing, labels on plants,
a community tea/herb garden.
Pine trees! Please! It's so sad that we don't have any more pine trees, everything looks so
depressing and manufactured.
Bike parking
Picnic area and/or lawn. Small kids play area would also be a bonus.
Community garden
Edible gardens! Native edible plants, shrubs and trees
Yes, zero scape - nothing that needs mowing. Make it like a native forest and let the kids run
in nature (not in roundup).
Minimal expense to maintain
Native plants & local artists.
The removal of shade trees at Lundeen and North Cove was a big mistake. Please include
shaded areas!
Local and indigenous art installations.
Clean, water conscious.
Keep it simple and historic in nature.
Use the Big Rock as part of the landscape! Its a icon that's been there forever a park would be
nice for little kids that live in the neighborhood and for us seniors who live next door for our
grandkids to play in the park
low maintenance to keep cost down
Use more glass
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29.) Do you have other suggestions for public seating areas and/or eating areas?
Budget???????
Covered outdoor kitchen/gathering areas would be nice. Maybe with outdoor heaters for
year round use.
Not sure why someone would use this space for eating...maybe I just can’t envision this.
Whatever it is, make it easy to keep clean, and difficult for people to steal or vandalize.
Nice grass area to eat a picnic on a blanket.
At least 6 feet apart.
See note above. Out front the cafe would be a large covered eating area, giving the current
pandemic and NW weather it will be a need moving forward.
A mix of intimate spaces and larger group areas.
Small 2 person seating (social distancing) as well as larger sized seating, covered please, small
benches along pathway through garden
Shade or cover possible so places are more three season and not just for summer.
Having benches is fine
Urban play mounds. Covered in artificial grass. Very popular.
I don't think we need public seating areas or eating areas with a large facility like Lundeen
Park available. We should prioritize facilities and services.
Fire pits or propane heaters, umbrellas or covered area.
Trash and recycling bins nearby to discourage litter.
Make sure there are enough garbage cans. Walking paths that are wide
Large firepit area that can be used for community events, scouting events etc. BBQ stations
It should be monitored/policed and not allowed to become like Seattle parks are currently. If
there is not a commitment to making it a pleasant place for young children to safely play then it
should not be built.... period!
Outdoor spaces for people to sit and reflect/meditate without feeling in the way.
Different level concrete or log bench seating for the differently abled, children and adults,
with seating and additional tables/seats; some in sun and some in shade.
Natural settings would be great - something with long term durability that doesn't look rusted
and cheap after a few years. "Nooks" for smaller groups or one person; open area for picnic blankets
in the summer.
Roof top garden/ eating area to view the lake
Year round usage is a must
Have available trash cans, recycling, and food waste receptacles. Ideally, have a nearby
restroom or station to wash hands.
Public gas BBQ facilities for summer would be great. Ensure there are lots of tables with
mixed seating and covered options. Don’t forget outside water fountains to refill water bottles or just
have a drink!
Tiered outer walls that provide ample seating for nice weather w some shade and almost
have a amphitheater affect for programs in the summer. But aesthetically pleasing too
I would like to make sure that any tables and amenities provided are also handicap accessible.
Firepits would be nice or outdoor heaters if possible
Not at this time
A snack bar would be good.
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Should not attract vagrants
Not a lot of reason to go to 'Old Town' unless a trip to the post office. Why not develop a
community center more accessible to the wider Lake Stevens community?
It would be lovely for the seating to be incorporated into the aesthetic design, rather than
just plopping benches down as an afterthought.
Undercover outdoor seating areas
Eating areas not necessary
Amphitheater to house musical entertainment.
Grassy spaces and a fire pit would be nice
Have enough staff support to empty the trash. If possible, have recycling options nearby. For
bonus points you could add a compost feature
If picnic tables are not covered, I’d suggest going for the metal perforated type (rubber or
plastic coated) instead of the standard wood picnic tables that get very wet.
Need covered areas for sun and rain - all structures should be of material difficult to destroy
and easy to maintain
Spaces that provide for year-round outdoor gathering would serve our community well
Even just a few small spots for gathering with a friend would be nice.
Umbrellas should be at every picnic table and garbage and recycle bins. A yard waste bin
would be helpful too.
Space for pop-ups & food trucks
Would love to see availability for things like taco truck/ mobile food services.
Keep the library downtown. Do not remove/demolish it, nor the museum. Stop destroying the
little remaining history and charm left in Lk Stevens. Keep downtown viable— don’t turn this into a
parking lot.
Colorful tables
Covered lawn area without furniture.
A space with overhead coverage, water fountains, and some picnic tables.
Trees to read under.
We live in the NW so a covered area would make it so it could be used year round
Maybe natural moss mounds that integrate the ground into a seating.
Food truck accessible
This doesnt need to be park, right, we have other areas for picnic tables and covered area.
I still think we should have pine trees lmao
Native American artists and designers
Circular eating or 'congregating' areas for ease of conversations and connection
Amphitheater
many options for seating readily available along sidewalks or pathways to provide resting
stops for seniors/disabled
How is this being funded? Do we have unlimited budget or champagne taste on a beer
budget. Nice suggestions but does city have the funds for these projects?
Picnic tables in areas under trees
would you keep these public seating areas and eating areas clean and maintain all the time?
More space
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31. Do you have other suggestions for public art, fountains, or water features?
Murals, cultural installations, children’s interactive activities.
Yes- a children's splash pad like you'd find at a park.
Splash fountains and misters are nice in summer.
Ask local artists (like Merrilee Moore) to donate art.
No, the sculptures and features of the North Lake park are great. A mix of historic and useful
features with the splash pad and fireball.
Native American theme, Cascade mountains.
Spray park fir kids would be great.
Lake focused, aquatic features, maybe a Blue Heron water feature/sculpture
Waterfall
No. Just concerned about civic center occupations
Art made with public. Or that can change. Interactive art.
Chahully Glass art
Murals would be great! Fountain to throw coins in would be fun!
Native American art. Or mill town era decor.
Incorporating Lake Stevens history and environmental habitat into features.
I like water sculptures but I don’t want the risk of a kid falling into one or in times of drought
people being critical of them.
No more eagles and rocks please. Maybe something that references the Rucker mill origins of
the town? I grew up here and would love to see history, especially since the museum has been
mothballed :-(
Dillon Works in Mukilteo has done nice work for downtown Everett. He'll have great ideas.
Perhaps something in keeping with the mountains and water of the area
I really like the public art in Everett and especially the ones by the company Dillon Works.
Engraved poetry (inspired by Arlington's publicly displayed haiku). Subject ideas: the history,
natural beauty, or character of Lake Stevens. You could hold a community contest and select a wining
selection or selections to engrave. Generally, I'm a big fan of encountering thought-provoking words,
even if it's just an interesting quote.
Wilmot Gateway Park in Woodinville and Bothell Landing's parks and recreation areas as
examples of overall park features
None, waste of money
Rather see money put towards benches, picnic tables, public art than water features and
fountains.
A ground level water feature that children can wade in.
Make a place for rotating art - how do we encourage artists to continue to create for years
after the initial installation of the library? Rain water feature that changes the feel when it's sunny to
provide more "seasonal" connection.
Statue of Thor because he is a Viking.
Incorporate native American history and art. Include a blessing ceremony
Splash pad
Brightwater (water treatment plant near Woodinville) has done a great job incorporating art,
design, and nature at their learning center building. We might look at buildings like that for
inspiration.
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Make it as kid-friendly as possible. Aim for joy, wonder, and education (rainwater catchment,
for example.) Incorporate history of the area by linking the art back to why we love Lake Stevens.
All should be multipurpose, like fountains that are splash pads for summer fun
Perhaps community garden
Would be nice to feature work by local artists and/or historical photos of Lake Stevens (like
the new Bartell's on 91st has done).
Nothing that costs too much to maintain.
Historical items about Lake Stevens
How about monuments celebrating our towns history since you are removing our museum
with no plans to replace their business that was built primarily by the residents and their donated
money and time.
Integrate public art with seating and pathways, in the manner of art at Magnusson
Park/NOAA
Modern art sculptures, more ferns, flowers, and lots of water fountains
See above comments.
Check out what EVCC did at their university center to make it more environmentally friendly
The lake should be adequate water feature... plus what’s already there
We have just built the park downtown. I don't feel we need to duplicate the interactive water
feature or include fitness features at the civic center. If you incorporate a coffee shop or cafe it would
be nice to have some outdoor seating with a quieter setting for reading or quiet visiting.
Water features only bring liability issues.
Would love to see indigenous art integrated!
Involve naturalists.
You spend money on a fountain is just going to piss people off.
Historically themed would be nice, like North Cove
Use local artists
No suggestions just would love to see something like this. The water feature at North Cove
Park is so beautiful and doubles as a little splash pad in the summer!
Use local artists to design water features that are unique and engaging.
Waste of money
Splash pad
Art from local artists would be awesome.
Feature art from local artists
Forget that crap and make the building functional, maintainable and long lasting. Stop
throwing away taxpayers dollars on feel good soon-to-be junk.
Keep the library downtown. Do not remove/demolish it, nor the museum. Stop destroying the
little remaining history and charm left in Lk Stevens. Keep downtown viable— don’t turn this into a
parking lot.
The Mill water feature has been a big hit, but I think we missed out on a greater success,
Bigger and Better! full tilt splash pad!
If we are going to do a water fountain. Let’s go big. Think Seattle center.
Different type of art
Should capture and celebrate the lake and mountain view of the community.
A wish statue fountain that can be used to collect coins for charitable use.
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All art and features would be appreciated.
Large space for graffiti artists to paint murals, water features that are more than just
decorative
I'd put more energy towards books and learning versus a water feature.
Lake-creatures, ie ducks, fish in a water feature?
Small child fishing pond
it should either be interactive or useful in rainy weather, anything else I find pointless.
Something my kids can play with and or something that provides service to the
environment/is environmentally conscious. Please again work with Native Designers and artists.
Reach out to the Snohomish and Tulalip Tribes. This was their traditional land.
Not necessary
I'd love to see public art by Native American artists. It would also be great if there is a way to
have a rotating display of local artists and/or students.
Pictures of old Lake Stevens
I am a local Lake Stevens artist and would contribute A piece of art for the interior of the
library. Www.cottonwoodcanopy.com
Has to be safe. Water feature in cove is just waiting for accident with kids running in and out
of it
water that shoots out of the ground, high over a walkway, into raised ramps so no one can fall
off while chasing the water. The County Office Building at 1600 Pacific Hwy, San Diego (Old Mayor's
Office)
drinking fountain
Use more glass
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33. Do you have other suggestions for outdoor event accommodations?
Walking path
How are you expecting anyone to answer these questions truthfully without letting the public
know the costs
Just covered gathering areas for families to gather, especially during covid.
Make an outdoor area that is covered and with heaters for events. Especially with the
pandemic right now, going forward, outdoor areas can be safely used a lot more but with the weather
we have, we do need it to be covered and heated.
Paved pathways, not earthen.
How about a small trail around the perimeter that is open to biking with some hills and
berms?
Young family focused
Use Lundeen Park!
Small concerts
We have talented kids and having a “Theater in the Park” would be nice.
Small venue area for outdoor summer movie nights type events..
Wall for projecting outdoor movies
Lawn area for picnicking, lounging, listening to music, "theater in the park"
Anytime we can be outside, we should!
We need live music space
Can we have concerts? It could tie in with library use. Go to library, have a picnic outside and
enjoy a concert. Our LSSD music need venues like this to have opportunities to perform.
Playground
It would be so cool if it was a meeting place with concerts in the park in the summer!
Having a summer reading time outdoors for kids or Shakespeare in the park or even just
having dog training, art or fitness classes in an outdoor space.
A small stage for community plays or performances.
It is cold and rainy the majority of the year so indoor would be a higher priority
Outdoor stage
Small ampetheater that accommodates seating on multiple levels.
Farmers market, bike trails
Would be great to have 4 season options
Sandbagging in the fall/winter/spring.
One multi-purpose area maybe with some built in simple benches - facing the same direction
for all the above.
No, we all ready have several parks.
Try to accommodate people from all walks of life and keep in mind those in wheel chairs
Outdoor movie showings.
Create more of an even ground for Aquafest that is more spread out and easier to get to.
Small music venues like open mic or talent shows, children’s musicians.
Stage for music
art & craft/food truck/music/movie/community festivals
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Keep the library downtown. Do not remove/demolish it, nor the museum. Stop destroying the
little remaining history and charm left in Lk Stevens. Keep downtown viable— don’t turn this into a
parking lot.
amphitheater
Maybe a small stage area that can be transformed to a small clamshell for music.
It would be really nice to be able to use it for performances and movies nights etc.
Birthday/event rentals
Space and infrastructure to support outdoor concerts, movies, and other events requiring
audio amplification, screens, and internet access
It does rain here a lot. Need covered area if you want outdoor accommodations
free Pavilion
outdoor event accommodations should take into consideration the neighborhoods around
them so noise and traffic are kept to a minimum.
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35.) Do you have other suggestions for any other site/outdoor features?
Budget
Same as above
Security cameras.
Just like flowers and trees are both beautiful and functional, art can be most attractive when
it also has those duel qualities, like doubling as a seating area or play equipment. I think this principal
will be very important for the civic center to be it's best and worth while public/private space.
Covered bike storage facility - so bikes can stay dry even on windy rainy days.
Nature conservancy area? Historical feature? Aquatic bird sanctuary/preserve?
No. Open space parking lots facing the fire station
Don't over build.
Free classes on yoga or tai chi for the community
Perhaps the large rock (glacial erratic) can be incorporated effectively into the natural and
learning environment.
Stage (outdoor)
Walking facilities
Walking path
Something unique to our town of Lake Stevens. Historical or re: the Lake itself as educational
features that help the community stay grounded to its history and significance.
Please make space for festivals/art shows/events.
Bike track around the premis of the property
Sidewalks, lighting, maybe a call box for help, if needed? If there's a view of the lake, benches
to sit and enjoy the space. I really like how Kirkland has incorporated their waterfront into their
downtown shopping area.
Ensure it’s well lit for night use
Please consider accomodations for the local wildlife
Indoor facitlity/gym: possible pool, running track, sport courts, mini golf, etc (family-focused,
but any age available).
Keep city functions separate from library functions. City should support library - library should
not support city business.
A wall that can be used to bounce balls off of would be great.
Security
Bikes racks so people can lock their bikes; solid outdoor lighting that can't be destroyed - solar
if possible. Consider solar for the entire site.
Yes, save the tax payers money. 54wq
Make something besides a concrete eyesore
Would love to see this in a rustic industrial style like The Mill downtown.
Not sure what "bike facilities" is, but simple bike racks would be nice.
Would love to see a bike park somewhere. Not necesarily here.
Keep the library downtown. Do not remove/demolish it, nor the museum. Stop destroying the
little remaining history and charm left in Lk Stevens. Keep downtown viable— don’t turn this into a
parking lot.
Make sure there are sidewalks. Currently no sidewalks on 99th between 20th SE and Market.
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It would be fun to have a space for concerts, movies & storytelling. When I was younger we
used to go to storytelling festivals around Halloween and vendors had cider and apple cider donuts
for sale. It was such a great memory it would be fun to have something like that in Lake Stevens.
Open spaces are great for their flexibility of use and ability to accommodate larger events and
gatherings. Include ample access to electricity and internet to increase the flexibility (this can be
secured so it is only open to those with permission for planned events).
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37.) Do you have other suggestions for design-related issues (site, building, material,
appearance, etc.)?
Northwest style
LEEDS energy efficient.
Budget
A traditional small town look. Not modern and ugly.
Something that will stand the test of time. Nothing trendy?
No, love the North Cove building, gorgeous!
Not a modernistic design. Nothing like the Seattle Library... Multi-story building, at least 5.
It should capture the region in which we live by being welcoming but and natural. Modern
can be sterile and Lake Stevens is a home town, not a high rise city. The new community center does
a nice job of accomplishing a modern structure with a natural feel, at least on the outside.
Lots of stone, brick and natural wood. No ugly concrete and please for the love of Pete, no
currogated metal.
LEED Platinum.
Eco-friendly, good ventilation system for allergens, minimal use of carpeting except in reading
areas, green/sustainable, Craftsman style
It would be great if it matched the building style of the mill, would love it if all of Lake Stevens
had that rustic yet stylish look.
Like the mill. Modern and renewable, nature themed
Local artists. Equity focused. Nothing named after old, dead white guys!!!!
Outdoor courtyard inside the library
Install solar panels for energy to power the facility.
Reclaimed or sustainable
Solar energy?
It would be nice if it showcased green energy. Lots of windows to reduce lighting costs. Solar
panels if they’re cost effective. Etc.
I would not want a modern designed building. They become “outdated” quickly stick with
traditional design.
ADA access to all areas important
The most recent Mill building would be a good example.
The building and related spaces should be as environmental friendly as possible.
No - just keep it within budget
Modern, up-scale, pnw-style -- lodgey, maybe? Something somewhat consistent with the
new Mill to help bring unity throughout the community.
Yes, we don’t need any new buildings.
Please ensure the building has some interesting design features. Simple sustainable materials
are best - concrete polished floors. Also, include variable levels and nooks, Also, consider big
windows.
The more natural, the better
Emphasize the beauty and the history of this unique place -- in particular, incorporating
materials and information used by the first peoples in this area, in addition to early pioneers. Large
photographs or murals of the area's history.
LEED certification.
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Look up clever accessibility products like picnic benches that accommodate small children,
babies with in built highchair and wheelchair access.
I don't want it to be ugly. It would be nice to incorporate lots of windows for light and natural
stone and wood where possible. Heating lamps or gaspowered fire pit for outdoor plaza gathering
areas would be nice.
Modern, glass, corten steel. Old buildings were hideous.
Keep it simple. Don’t overdesign
Find the company that will do the best job for the best price.
I would like to see the civic center be nice, but not ridiculously expensive.
Rain water reclamation, solar power cells, solar exterior lights, etc. It should be a model of
sustainable energy and use.
Fits in with NW architecture
don't aim to spend extra millions on all the fancy expensive fluff... keep down the cost
whenever possible.
Lake / lumbering
Sustainable materials but a design that is classic PNW- not anything too trendy or that will be
considered an eyesore in 20 years.
Please let it have character. Something that isn't too modern, trendy or out of place.
Do not combine building functions with library. City just built a commercial center downtown
for these purposes.
The city did a beautiful job on the downtown park - just keep up the good work!
Those ideas sounds like a good way for people to make money off your city. Want to be green
don't tear down other facilities.
Again I think the landscaping should be built to give back to the community as food and
beauty.
Be environmentally friendly!
Not a big ugly grey box. Something with a little Pacific Northwest flair to it.
Modern rustic industrial look with a northwest feel (not the "pioneer town" look of the
current library). Cedar timbers, chunky black metal brackets connecting the timbers, etc.
Dont knock down attractive historic buildings to put up ugly ones
Green building is only a little more expensive up front, but pays dividends every month going
forward with lowered operating costs.
Consistency with the new building downtown
Have bins that allow community members to throw away their trash in terms of garbage,
recycle, and yard waste.
Incorporate similar design features that were used at "The Mill".
if we are to encourage people to bike and walk... need to provide bike rack to lock up bike
securely..
Keep the library downtown. Do not remove/demolish it, nor the museum. Stop destroying the
little remaining history and charm left in Lk Stevens. Keep downtown viable— don’t turn this into a
parking lot.
along the lines of the previous questions, the civic center should be a model of future
guidance with regards to solar power, storm water management, etc.
Use more glass for building
Classic northwest feel, avoiding an industrial look.
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pine trees you monsters (I know I sound like I'm joking but I'm not)
Native American, represent the tribes that once lived here
Sticking with a pnw lake house feel or something to help tie the mill in with it.
Yes, keep the library downtown.
Similar to Snohomish library.
Needs to fit with history of town
You don't need to build a palace with money that is not yours
Use more glass and light
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38.) Do you have any comments on the City Hall and Permit Center, Lake Stevens Sewer
District, and Lake Stevens Library being centralized and co-located in one Civic Center campus?
Please save our library!!!!!!! That is the most important aspect to me.
We are excited to see the library included in this work. Our community deserves continued
investment in civic spaces. Especially given what's occurred at north cove. Maybe the library could
move into the mill space? But I like having the library moving toward the west side of the lake.
Budget
I'm for whatever it takes to build a new hometown library.
I don't use city hall or the sewer district at all, so can't comment on that. But the library being
centralized would be fantastic.
We are really excited about the project and really hope it gets done. We love the location and
hope it can build strong city connection to Davies Beach and West Lake Stevens.
Wish they would keep the old Hawkins building, build a road in front of it, instead of through
it, and incorporate the original building as a feature into Downtown
Efficient and conveniently reached from different points in the city. It might also lead to a
greater installation of sidewalks along 99th Ave SE and Chapel Hill down to the lakefront. These areas
are hazardous to walkers at the present time.
There are no sidewalks or street lights to the South or East of this location and the sidewalks
to the West are overgrown with brambles. I would hope this project would provide a continuous
pathway and bike lane to 20th on the South and the lakefront to the East. You'll also need to include
a traffic signal with turn lanes in all 4 directions as well as multiple entry and exit points as
marketplace already backs up all the way from 99th to Hwy 9 in the evenings. Honestly I don't think
the plot of land is large enough for what is envisioned. No, I don't own the land on the Southeast
corner of the intersection but the city should consider its purchase if we desire to make this area the
new "face" of Lake Stevens. Maybe just as parking in the beginning but available for future
development.
Make sure there is enough parking!
Rather keep them where they are. More traffic and congestion to deal with in this area. But,
again, you never asked for citizen input on where they wanted it located.
A new, adequate sized, Senior Center is greatly needed in our community.
I love the idea as long as it's a beautiful campus with beautiful buildings and landscaping. No
hideous temp buildings like we have now, its embarrassing. Downtown Arlington and Snohomish
have great civic buildings. Traditional is my take. Brick, stone and shingles. No modernist ugly
buildings please.
Please just make sure we have a library.
Great idea. Several activities of these organizations overlap so having facilities that can be
used by all (eg: City Council/ Sewer District Commissioners meetings can use same room, which could
also be used as a training room for a wide range of internal departments as well as outside
organizations.
They should be centralized, but a P3 for this is a waste of assets for the benefit of developers.
I have been on the other side of the equation as a contractor on 130+ P3’s over decades, dozens of
which with municipalities. The city always gets the short end of the stick in projects like this, ending
up with rising costs and no offsetting assets.
It sounds like the best use of tax dollars!
It would be fantastic.
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Make sure the bulk of the area is for the Library, don’t skimp on the Library size, ample
enough for our bourgeoning population, as large of a library as we can get, with shared meeting
spaces.
Great idea, strongly support.
No. Good idea
Reduce public facing elements of sewer district, city, etc. It should be minimal and austere.
Make the public spaces large and expansive. Nobody cares about city council, but libraries are for
everyone.
Just make sure parking is on site and not in the nearby neighborWe live across the street and
parking is hard enough for those of us that own homes here
Great idea. I worry about how much space for each. I would hate it to be too crammed. Also
ample parking is a must. Especially if you’re considering holding inside or outside events there
Anything to save at dollar, create a central location for people to visit, etc is a good use of
teas dollars.
The city's grown has been outward from the lake, especially to the west and south. Placing
the facility more toward the center of our entire community will serve us more efficiently in terms of
time, transportation and community access.
This should not be a priority at this time. Do not want a project to build new city office space
to increase taxes. Push this off a couple of years and focus on other important city priorities
Keep the library downtown. Having it downtown near the busses and near low income,
senior/ disabled living and bus stops is an asset. Removing it from that area will disenfranchise this
population.
Great idea to keep together.
City Hall needs to maintain a presence in "old" Lake Stevens...
I would like the library to stay near downtown Lake Stevens.
The building and land needs to be owned by the City and perhaps Sno-Isle Library Systems
and not a private company, which will end up wasting more taxpayer money than necessary on this
project.
Your survey doesn’t give options for “none of the above”
Love the idea
I love the idea and think the chapel hill property is the perfect place - provided sidewalks are
added for the full length of 99th.
Sounds like a great idea. I am especially interested in making sure the library has a new home.
I deal with the other offices online so far, but the library is somewhere that requires a personal visit.
Sounds great. Maybe add a clinic health nurse or similar so new parents can weigh their
babies or people can go for blood pressure checks and the like. Can double as a vaccine clinic!
I am strong supporter of this location and plan.
I think Lake Stevens should invest in setting up a rentable coworking space for local
entrepreneurs and for work from home employees. I’d pay a monthly fee to use a cowork space.
I think it's fine if it solves multiple problems and serves multiple purposes. I'd worry about
parking though. Would underground parking be an option.
These city offices are find where they are currently located and no need to build a new civic
center and raise taxes for this community.
It’s a good idea
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Not sure what the large new building is but itshouldbe incorporated into civic, library shared
space
The new location chosen is not centralized. I will have to start using the Granite Falls library as
it will be closer than the new library. Trying to navigate the frontier village/market place area is
extremely difficult especially during the afternoon and I have very little confidence that the planned
road revisions will help at all.
Seems sensible
As the broad majority of the Lake Stevens community actually lives nearer to that site than
downtown, as there are senior living facilities within blocks of that space, as there are many young
families now living just across the street from that property, as there is public transportation available
nearby....this new Civic Center would provide more opportunities for more citizens to feel more
engaged in all things Lake Stevens.
I’m concerned that having so many services in one place will make the center feel
overcrowded. Please be sure that the area can accommodate multiple events at the same time. I like
the library currently, as it is convenient to go any time of day without having to avoid busy times.
I’d like this area to reflect Lake Stevens specifically and not look like any other city center. It would be
nice if local artists, architects, etc. would be involved in the design process. I would like to see the
history of Lake Stevens influence this creative project.
Large conifer trees should be part of the design; they aren’t only for stream side areas. It was
a shame to lose the few that were there for phase i
If it's going to waste money, don't do it; if it will actually help, and not waste taxpayer dollars,
then it might be a good idea.
Please build as soon as possible! Thank you!
concerns of traffic when traffic can already be a mess at the intersection of SR9 and Market.
Will cause more traffic on 99th and also on Chapel Hill/Market. I don't think the neighboorhood can
handle it. Probably can handle library but a combined civic campus would overburden the area
Decrease sewer district costs!
makes sense....
More convenient for people to utilize these facilities. How about including a post office with
this complex?
I think this is a fabulous idea! I like the new location, and i’m always excited for a bigger
better library space
I think it is fine, but PLEASE incorporate the museum and find a meaningful tribute to having
demolished one of the last original buildings to our community!!!!!
Yes. Strongly support keeping library separate from city business.
Please make sure to build a library!
I wish the library could stay in downtown.
This makes good sense; one stop shopping and combining resources. With the talent in each
of the three entities, each looking out for their own customers it's bound to be an excellent site. Can't
wait to use it.
Yes, this plan does not work well with the current pandemic.
Not really. If they’re together or around town makes no difference to me. I do prefer the
library to be walkable.... meaning being able to walk in sidewalks to and from the library to other
amenities like a cafe or the park.
Library is very important. Current one is too small!
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